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By 1988 David Golf is producing over
500,000 bag tags, and had released it’s
own golf tee, The Elim Tee. The iconic
model 88 ball washer is also released.

David Golf expands in the golf buggy market and
introduces the EziCaddy brand to the market
also offering E-Z-GO golf carts as part of the
range. At this time, JB Golf in Queensland is
purchased, and became part of David Golf.

Back to where we started from, David Golf
once again is owned solely by a ‘David’,
David Slobom.
As a part of its commitment to the industry
David Turf is launched to supply turf tools
and associated products to the entire
sports turf industry.

It all started with a Ball Washer – David Golf
was founded by David Finks in Gore Street,
Fitzroy. The first Ball Washer was sold for
10 pounds to Huntingdale Golf Club.
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As David continued to grow the product
range for golf courses, pro shops and driving ranges, he expanded into customised
product such as club membership tags, and
logo flags. This branch of David Golf is now
known as The Corporate Golfer.

After 36 years of making David Golf a strong
presence in the golf industry in Australia, as well
as South East Asia, and New Zealand David Finks
retired; the business is then purchased by Daniel
Slonim and Duncan Andrews.

Another year of expansion for David Golf.
This time it was the purchase of BMS Turf
Tools. 2006 is also the year that Sports
Safety Netting (SSN) was launched.

63 years on... We aim to be recognised
as one of the leaders in design, marketing,
manufacturing and distribution of Golf
Course, Fine Turf, Corporate Golf and
Sporting Products.
We are Australia’s largest supplier, and
manufacturer of golf course hardware, with
our products being sold throughout Australia
and also internationally. We are proud to be a
household name in the Golf Industry.
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Contact us and we’ll be sure to assist
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While you are exploring our catalogue take a look at the
hundreds of products we innovatively produce and supply
to honour ‘David Finks and his Ball Washer’. If you can’t find
what you are looking for please contact us and we will help
you find a suitable product solution.
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david golf ball washer evolution
NEW modern sleek design but still has the
same elements of the famous and original
David Golf Ball Washer

M68

M70

M88

M11

M18

Made of heavy duty
non-rusting
aluminium alloy

Enclosed rubber
track ensures M18
is leakproof

DAVID

MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA

DAVID

MODEL 70

MODEL 68

DAVID

MODEL 88

MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA

M11
M18

1968
Model ‘68 introduced and
proudly made in Fitzroy,
Australia.

1970
New crank action ball
washer is revealed but
spherical in design.

1988
Australia’s FAVOURITE
design is updated. This design
has come to be the most iconic
design of all.

2011
New rectangular
shape is introduced.

2018
Australia’s favourite crank action
ball washer has evolved!
It has been updated, streamlined but still
honours it’s heritage.

Tapered handle for
easy operation

In-cast overflow pipe
ensures you cannot overfill
your ball washer
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ball washer towels

sparkleen tablets

Washable & reusable - 100% cotton.

Environmentally friendly, concentrated formula.
irrigation

- Sold in packs of 10.
- Small towel size: 300 x 300mm.
- Large (tri-fold) towel size: 400 x 600mm.

- Fizzing action dissolves quickly in any temperature.
- No measuring, no waste. Does not contain bleach.
- Supplied in jars of 450 tablets.

code: 10300T-BK (Black - large)
code: 10300-BK (Black - small)
10300T-G (Green - large)
10300-G (Green - small)

code: SG-03100

rakes& shov

signs
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m18 ball washer

tournament ball washer

NEW modern sleek design but still has the same elements of the
famous and original Model 88 David Golf Ball Washer.

The M18 ball washer lives up to our reputation for quality, longevity
and ease of use while delivering an elegant, championship feel.

Manufactured from 6mm high grade aluminium alloy, providing a vandal proof
and maintenance free unit.

- Key piece that is an asset on any course.
- Manufactured from 6mm high grade aluminium alloy, providing a
vandal proof and maintenance free unit.
- Enclosed rubber track ensures it is leak proof.
- In-cast overflow pipe ensures you cannot overfill your ball washer.
- Manufactured by David Golf.

-

-

code: 10218-BK (Black)

green too

rope, post & paint

10218-G (Green)

Mounts over the post for added structural integrity.
All fittings are marine stainless steel.
A towel clip is included at the front of the washer for convenience.
Towels sold separately.

Manufactured by David Golf.
Only one moving part (the paddle).
Fully contained unit.
Nylon bristles ensuring superior cleaning.
Deluxe plush towel included.

code: 10210-BK (Black) 10210-G (Green)

- Mounts over-the-post for added
structural integrity.
- All fittings are marine stainless steel.
- A towel clip is included at the front of the
washer for convenience.

ball washer bracket

bollards for ball washers

Suitable for all David Golf ball washers.

For permanent in-ground installation.

- Powder-coated aluminium bracket.
- Mount any David Golf ball washer to a flat surface.
- Diameter: 60mm.

- Recycled plastic bollard: Size: 90 x 90 x 1400mm.
- Timber bollard: Size: 90 x 90 x 1500mm.
- Round metal bollard: Size: 60 x 1500mm.

code: 10225

code: 95100-BK (Black)
code: 95100-G (Green)

95109-T (Timber)
10290P-BK (Metal)
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Apply a stain of your
choice to help preserve
the timber.

litter bins

With no treatment, this
product will naturally
weather and show a
grey/silver finish.
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birdproof litter bin

round recycled plastic litter bin

litter caddie

litter mate

round timber litter bin

square timber litter bin

Birdproof design for secure and safe litter containment.

Available on-ground or in-ground for permanent installation.

Designed for long life and easy litter removal.

No Dents...No Rust...UV-resistant polyethylene.

Hardwood timber for a more natural look.

A classy looking bin for the tee complex or clubhouse area.

Controlling the cleanliness of your surroundings can be a battle as
birds try to swoop in and snack on your left overs. Thankfully this bin
limits the accessibility for birds to be able to scavenge for food.

Similar looking to the Round Timber Litter Bin but with recycled
plastic paneling around the outside of the unit making it a much
more environmentally friendly bin finished to our high standards.

If you require a portable bin, look no further than the litter caddie.
Move the bin back and forward with the tees of the day, or fix it in
place.

Keep waste out of sight with an affordable 40 litre bin.

The Round Timber Bin gives a hardwood traditional finish to any golf
course or grounds. Manufactured to exacting standards.

The Square Timber Bin gives a hardwood traditional finish to any golf
course or grounds. Manufactured to exacting standards.

-

- With an easy to remove lid and liner, rubbish collection
becomes easy and efficient.
- Available In-ground or On-ground.
- Includes plastic liner & lid.
- Dimensions: 450 x 600mm.
- Capacity: 76 litre.

-

- Includes liner with opening lid and hardware.
- UV-resistant polyethylene construction is
rust-proof and won’t dent or fade.
- Mounts to any 2-3/8” (6 cm) O.D. post.
- Dimensions: 350 x 280 x 520mm.
- Capacity: 40 litre.

- With an easy to remove lid and liner, rubbish collection
becomes easy and efficient.
- Available In-ground or On-ground.
- Includes plastic liner & plastic lid.
- Dimensions: 450 x 600mm.
- Capacity: 76 litre.
- Cypress model shown.

- With an easy to remove lid and liner, rubbish collection
becomes easy and efficient.
- Includes plastic liner & lid.
- Dimensions: 450 x 600mm.
- Capacity: 76 litre.
- Timber lid available.
- Merbau model shown.

code: 10022-BK-(IG)(OG) (Black) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)
code: 10022-G-(IG)(OG) (Green) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)

code: SG-13995-C

code: SG-12870 (Black) SG-12850 (Green)

code: 10023-M-(IG)(OG) (Merbau) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)
code: 10023-C-(IG)(OG) (Cypress) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)

code: 10024 (Merbau)

Birdproof design with removable lid.
Proudly made in Australia.
Made from heavy duty durable plastic.
Can be free standing or mounted using a bracket.
Additional bracket for mounting available (Code: 10020B).
Dimensions: 450 x 800mm.
Capacity: 90 litre.

code: 10020-BK (Black) 10020-G (Green)
code: 10020B (Bracket)

10

respiratory

Stainless steel mesh, powder-coated black.
Flexible, black, polypropylene liners are easy to remove for cleaning.
Additional bracket for mounting available
Includes bin, liner and lid.
Dimensions: 420 x 550mm with 350mm Spike
Capacity: 76 litre.
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turf management
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Perfectly suited with our
square timber litter bin.

custom

20

renovation t

David Golfs’ most popular
buckets for over 30 years!

hook sand bucket

plastic handle sand bucket

This easily hooks onto your buggy.

Sand buckets are a must for all golf courses.

- These cannot be stacked together,
and must hang from a bucket tree.
- Made from durable UV protected
polyurethane.
- Capacity: 1.25 L.

- Made from durable UV protected polyurethane
with a 1.25L capacity.
- Print your club logo on the bucket (additional cost).
- Pack quantity: 200 buckets.

code: 30013-BK (Black)
code: 30013-B (Blue)
code: 30013-G (Green)

code: 30011-BK (Black)
code: 30011-R (Red)
code: 30011-W (White)
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square timber sand bin
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Maintenance free, durable recycled plastic
construction.
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ball washers
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A classy looking sand bin for the tee off area.
Made from merbau timber.

sign holders

- Also available in cypress or merbau timber
(contact us for more information)

- Dimensions: 450 x 600mm.
- Capacity: 76 litre.
- Timber lid available.

code:
10448-(BK)
(Black) (G) (Green) (450x450x600mm)
ball dispensers
litter bins
code: 10444-(BK) (Black) (G) (Green) (600x600x600mm)
code: 10449-(BK) (Black) (G) (Green) (750x750x600mm)
code: 10450-(BK) (Black) (G) (Green) (900x900x600mm)

code: 10455
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30011-G (Green)
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Perfect for
smaller courses.

nets & practice bays

golf at home

divot container

divot box

sand pro junior - recycled plastic or timber

multi sand bucket dispenser

single sand bucket dispenser

timber sand bucket dispenser

Ideal for ranges and par 3’s involving heavy iron play.

Easily fill and repair divots at the tee.

Move the Sand Pro Junior around the tee easily.

These dispensers are a must have item on the 1st and 10th tees.

Install these in case your golfers forget to take a bucket.

Continue your timber theme.

- Designed with a lid to prevent water from entering.
- Moulded from super tough polyethylene with steel
frame support.
- Includes steel stand and scoop.

- Moulded from super tough polyethylene.
- Capacity: 18 Litres.

-

- Constructed from maintenance free recycled plastic.
- Includes base for mounting.
- Capacity: 100 buckets.

- Constructed from maintenance free recycled plastic.
- Includes base for mounting.
- Capacity: 35 buckets.

- Available in cypress & merbau timber.
- Complete with in-ground post.
- Capacity: 100 buckets.

code: 10465-G (Green) 10465-BK (Black)

code: TC-0060

code: 10460-BK (Black)
code: 10460-G (Green)

code: 30007-100-BK (Black) code: 30007-100-G (Green)

code: 30075-35-BK (Black) code: 30075-35-G (Green)

code: 30007-100-T

Golfers are more likely to repair divots with these in place.
Removable liner with hinged lid to keep sand dry.
Constructed from black or green recycled plastic or timber for a traditional look.
Capacity: 20 Litres.
10460-T (Timber)
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golf at home

Environmentally
friendly

Australian made

Low maintenance

Cost effective

signs

Long lasting
nets & practice bays

drinking fountain

recycled plastic seat

recycled plastic bench

timber combination bench

These handy drinking fountains will keep your
golfers satisfied during those long summer rounds.

Long lasting, maintenance free furniture.

Long lasting, maintenance free furniture.

Add
a traditional look to any outdoor area.

- Smooth curved back for seating comfort.
- It will not split, splinter or crack and will never need painting.
- Available On-Ground or In-Ground.

- Environmentally friendly.
- Available On-Ground or In-Ground.

- Made with cypress or merbau timber slats.
- Will look superb in any outdoor area.

code: 10424-(IG)(OG) (900mm) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)
code: 10426-(IG)(OG) (1800mm) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)

code: 10413-(IG)(OG) (900mm) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)
code: 10416-(IG)(OG) (1800mm) (In-Ground) (On-Ground)

code: 10421 (1500mm)
code: 10422 (1800mm)

- Made from maintenance free, environmentally
friendly recycled plastic or a fully dressed cypress
timber, termite resistant bollard.
- Fitted with stainless steel bubbler and
brass side tap.
- All plumbing is concealed.
- Includes a 15mm G.I plumbing chrome lever
action bubble cock with safety guard.
- Requires minimal maintenance.
- Optional spring loaded side tap.
- Weight: 18kg.

rope, post & paint

green too

irrigation

rakes& shov

signs

16
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3
golf at home

Easy to install
code: 10044-G (Green Recycled Plastic)
code: 10044-BK (Black Recycled Plastic)
code: 10044T (Timber)

hi impact cover
teak timber seat

teak timber bench

timber in-ground bench

- Includes lid, acrylic hinges & UV stable vinyl lettering.
- High impact acrylic.

With style and class that never go out of fashion.

With style and class that never go out of fashion.

This bench features a stylish, modern design & sturdy construction.

- Made from a-grade government controlled plantation teak.
- Quality and durability that will last for years.

- Made from a-grade government controlled plantation teak.
- Quality and durability that will last for years.

- Made with cypress or merbau timber slats.

code: 10045

code: 10427 (1500mm)
code: 10428 (1800mm)

code: 10415 (1300mm)
code: 10417 (1700mm)
code: 10418 (2200mm)

code: 10419 (1500mm)
code: 10420 (1800mm)

Eliminates recycled irrigation water contacting bubbler.
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Add a coloured
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off area.

custom
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plastic low profile tee marker
rope, post & paint

green tools

sprayers

respiratory

ball washers

Designed for a more subtle, low-profile look.
- Made
solid propylene.
grinding paste & blades
rakes& shovels
irrigation from durable,
- Sold individually or in packs of 20.
- Dimensions: 160mm D, 50mm H.
code: 10016-Y (Yellow)
code: 10016-R (Red)
signs

10016-B (Blue)
10016-BK (Black)
enviromental

ball dispensers

10016-W (White)
10016-P (Pink)
enviromental

range management

custom low profile tee marker

timber tee markers

timber low profile tee marker

custom timber low profile tee marker

They’ll add a classic, elegant look to your course.

A great way to show off your logo on the golf course.

Give your tee area a natural look with merbau.

Made from solid ash timber.

Add a touch of class to your course tee area.

-litterMade
from cast aluminium.
bins
- Sold individually or in packs of 20.
- Dimensions: 160mm D, 50mm H.

-

- Routed top and filled with UV stablised paint.
- Dimensions: 40 x 40 x 255mm.
- Sold individually.

- Routed top and filled with UV stablised paint.
- Sold individually.
- Dimensions: 160mm D, 50mm H.

- Available in a natural or walnut finish.
- Minimum order quantities apply.
- Custom made.

code: 10003-Y (Yellow)
code: 10003-R (Red)
code: 10003-W (White)

code: 10015-Y (Yellow)
code: 10015-R (Red)
code: 10015-W (White)

code: Contact Us

sign holders

code: 10000-Y (Yellow)
code: 10000-R (Red)

10000-B (Blue)
10000-BK (Black)

10000-W (White)

Plastic: dye sublimated and have a flat top, these are perfect for full
colour logos. Aluminium: pad printed and have a rounded top, these
are perfect for single or two colour logos.

code: Contact Us

furniture

10003-B (Blue)
10003-BK (Black)

10015-B (Blue)
10015-BK (Black)

rope, post & paint

green too

irrigation

rakes& shov

signs

16

16
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golf at home

signs

golf at home

nets & practice bays

dimple tee markers

custom dimple tee markers

plastic ball tee markers

imitation log tee markers

solid ball tee markers

cyclical in-ground tee markers

The original. Most durable ever built.

A great way to show off your logo on the golf course.

These are lightweight, durable & won’t chip.

Solid Resin – virtually indestructible, and hand painted.

Made from the finest quality resin. Resistant to chipping & fading.

An easy to install, permanent tee marker.

- Made from durable plastic and UV protected
- Sold individually.
- Dimensions: 123mm D.

- Customise your tee markers:
Recessed area to insert your logo.
Perfect for full colour logos - 75mm Diameter.

- Galvanised steel spike screws into base.
- Sold individually.
- Dimensions: 112mm D.

- Never needs to be painted, varnished or treated
- Sold individually.
- Dimensions: 60 x 70 x 230mm

- Perfectly smooth finish, made from solid resin which is virtually
indestructible and UV stable. Dimensions: 100mm D.
- Sold individually or in packs of 20.

- Optional routed numbers available
- Dimensions: 108mm D x 105mm H.
- Sold individually.

code: Contact Us

code: 10010-Y (Yellow)
code: 10010-R (Red)

code: 10009-Y (Yellow)
code: 10009-R (Red)

code: 10005-Y (Yellow)
code: 10005-BK (Black)

code: 60148-Y (Yellow)
code: 60148-R (Red)

code: SG-05253 (Yellow)
code: SG-05250 (Red)

16

skin protection

aluminium low profile tee marker

golf accessories

SG-05252 (Blue)
SG-05255 (Black)

SG-05251 (White)

10010-B (Blue)
10010-W (White)

10009-B (Blue)
10009-BK (Black)

10009-W (White)

10005-R (Red) 10005-B (Blue)
10005-W (White)

60148-B (Blue)
60148-W (White)

60148-BK (Black)
60148-G (Green)
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kirby marker system

sign holders

The original and best spring loaded fairway distance marker system.
Use our ratchet
sprinkler trimmer
with 11” blade
for a perfect trim
everytime (more
information on
page 58).

- No other system matches up against Kirby Markers in the areas of customisation,
weather resistance, low maintenance, durability, visibility and speed of play.
- Patented design allows mowers and golf carts to drive right over it.
16
- Stock
1 6 4 colours available: red with white, blue with white,
3
yellow
with black, white with black.
golf at home
nets & practice bays
signs
- Dimensions:
260mm D x 5mm H.
- Custom colours available.
signs

enviromental

enviromental

range management

furniture

code: 60131-B-W200 (Blue w/ white 200)
code: 60131-R-W100 (Red w/ white 100)
code: 60131-Y-BK200 (Yellow w/ black 200)
code: 60131-W-BK150 (White w/ black 150)

green too

irrigation

rakes& shov

spring loaded distance markers

cast metal fairway plaques

moduply distance markers

Long-lasting and low maintenance, true mow-over markers with
real visibility and durability.

For a touch of class, go for cast metal. Cast bronze construction
ensures they will last a lifetime.

Great colour range, excellent visibility and totally customised to
show any distances.

- The non-fade, replaceable tops and one piece bases are built to withstand regular mowing and harsh climates for years on end.
- Smooth or dimpled top with any distance.
- Colours available: White, Blue, Red.

- Made to order, any shape or size available.
- Can be set onto blocks for easy in-ground install.
- Machine linished details - available with your choice of colour
background or a raw finish.

- Standard size: 200mm. Made to order, any shape or size available.
- Install these markers just below the level of your turf and make
16
mowing a breeze.
164
3
- Colours available: white/black, red/white, black/white,
golf at home
blue/white, yellow/white.

code: 60133

code: Contact us

code: 60134

signs

fairway bollards

TORO SPM 106 engraved cap

RAINBIRD SPM 107 engraved cap

TORO SPM 103 snap in cap

traffolite markers

These offer the greatest visibility for golfers, whilst being
virtually indestructible.

Perfect-fit caps engraved and colour filled for
high visibility number identification.

Perfect-fit caps engraved and colour filled for
high visibility number identification.

One complete, high-visibility marker snaps into
OEM plug.

Our traffolite markers can be manufactured to
suit any irrigation head or sign application.

- Available in green or black recycled plastic, or timber with
your choice of fill colour.
- Engraved distance numbers.
- Custom distances available.

Caps Numbers -

Caps Numbers -

Caps Numbers -

Fits - TORO 730, 750, 760, 780, 830/850S, 834S,
855S, 854S, 835S, DT34, DT34B, DT35, DT35B,
DT54, DT55, FLX34, FLX34B, FLX35, FLX35-6,
FLX35B, FLX35-6B, FLX54, FLX54RB, FLX55,
FLX55RB, FLX55-6, FLX55-6RB, INF54, INF55,
INF55-6, INF34, INF35, INF35-6, 860S, 880S

Fits - RAINBIRD 700, 751, E900, E950, E700, E750,
E500, E550, 51DR

Fits - TORO Infinity, 730, 750, 760, 780,
830/850S, 834S, 845S, DT34, DT34B, DT35,
DT35B, DT54, FLX34, FLX34B, FLX35, FLX35B,
FLX54, FLX54RB, FLX55, FLX55RB, INF54,
INF55, INF34, INF35, 860S, 880S, Infinity Body

code: 60132 - (100) (150) (200) 600x90x45mm
code: 60132L - (100) (150) (200) 1400x90x90mm

18

rope, post & paint

The upper layer is engraved to expose the centre
plastic layer. UV stable traffolite is available in
many different colour combinations.
code: Contact us
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sign holders
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natural golf
course environment.
golf accessories
ball washers
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sprayers

grinding paste & blades

- Drilled with a single hole, these stakes are the
choice of most discerning superintendents.
- Merbau timber construction.
- To suit 6.4mm
rope.
ball dispensers
litter bins
skin protection
- Sold in packs of 25.
- Dimensions: 450 or 600mm high.
code: 30046-(450) (600)

signs

16

enviromental

enviromental

range management

premium rope stake

half moon barrier hoop

eco step rope stakes

The most popular rope stake in Australia.

A simple and effective traffic management system.

Perfect if you require your rope to be a little higher.
rope, post & paint

- Manufactured using the highest quality plastic,
they do not bend or break.
- Convenient speed slot for easy rope installation.
- To suit 6.4mm rope.
- Sold in packs of 12.
- Dimensions: 600mm high.

- Traditionally used for areas of GUR, at the end
of paths and around green collars.
- Galvanised steel and powder-coated white.
- No ropes required.
- Sold individually or in packs of 20.
- Dimensions: 1m wide x 500mm high.

- An inbuilt ‘step’ ensures that this stake can
penetrate even the toughest ground.
- Reinforced with long-lasting recycled polymer.
- For use with rope or chain.
- Sold in packs of 12.
- Dimensions: 810mm high.

code: SG-42024

code: 30056

code: SG-37750

irrigation

furniture

20

green too

rakes& shov

signs

All stakes have stainless steel
spikes which are removable.

16
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golf at home
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most popular

premium hazard
markers

drop zone
markers

steel turf post

metal pigtail post

polylink chain

braided poly rope

Won’t crack, fade or absorb moisture.
Vibrant and UV stable colour.

Moulded with UV-resistant
recycled plastic.

Assist with the management
of wet areas.

Fitted with a foot plate for
ease of use.

Suitable for creating
temporary barriers.

Lock-stitch construction
for heavy duty use.

- Avoid the costly exercise of
painting hazard lines, and
install these premium hazard
markers.
- These hazard markers will
never need painting.
- Sold in packs of 12.
- Dimensions: 610mm high.

- 140mm zinc coated hardened
steel spike makes it easy to
remove and replace.
- Dimensions: 610 x 42 x 42mm.

- Features turf spikes for easy
positioning by foot pressure.
- U-shaped for use with rope
or chain.
- Galvanised steel and
powder-coated white.
- Sold individually or
in packs of 20.
- Dimensions: 860mm high.

- Galvanised finish will ensure
that this product lasts for
years.
- For use with rope or chain.
- Sold individually or
in packs of 20.
- Dimensions: 650mm high.

- Convenient 40 metre roll.
- Strong, durable and highly
visible.
- 6mm chain.

- 1/4” (6.4mm) diameter
polypropylene braided rope.
- 1000’ (304 m) per roll.
- Lightweight & floats on water.
- Resistant to abrasion, rot and
mildew.

code: SG-17224 (Red)
code: SG-17024 (White)
code: SG-17124 (Yellow)
code: SG-17324 (Blue)

code: 60122

code: 30051-W

code: 30057

code: 30050-W (White)
code: 30050-Y (Yellow)

code: 30054-GW (Green/White)
code: 30054-W (White)
code: 30054-Y (Yellow)
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Turf
friendly.

sign holders

most popular

signet spot mark

dy-mark landscape chalk

dy-mark line marking

dy-mark spray & mark

dy-mark david golf marker

UV resistant for long life marks in our harsh Australian climate.

Unique trigger cap designed to facilitate easy and safe inverted marking.

Will last up to 30 days.

Fast drying, long lasting acrylic paint.

Premium marking out paint. High opacity, high quality.

Temporary, turf friendly marker.

-

-

-

- Quick-dry, toluene free formula.
- Formulated to provide long lasting lines.
- Ideal for marking out car parks, factories,
warehouses, sporting fields and courts.
- Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 500g can.

- Quick-dry, toluene free formula.
- High opacity, high quality, true colour loading.
- Unique spray pattern specifically designed for spot marking as
well as “writing” applications.
- Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 350g can.

-

code: 30073-B (Blue)
30073-R (Red)
code: 30073-BK (Black) 30073-Y (Yellow)
code: 30073-G (Green)
30073-W (White)
code: 30073-O (Orange)

code: 30069-B (Blue)
code: 30069-Y (Yellow)
code: 30069-R (Red)
code: 30069-W (White)
code:

code: 30085-B (Blue)
code: 30085-Y (Yellow)

irrigation

rakes& shovels

Fast drying time to minimise downtime.
signs
enviromental
range management
enviromental
furniture
Ideal for marking out warehouses, factories, sporting grounds and car parks .
Can produce 80–100 metres of line per aerosol can (depending on line width) or cover 4-6 sqm.
Lead
16free and complies to Australian line marking standards.
164
Designed
for use with Signet hand paint dispenser & Signet hand paint dispenser with wheels.
3
Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 500g can.
golf at home

code: 30075-B (Blue)
code: 30075-R (Red)

22

sprayers

signs

Lead free and complies to Australian line marking standards.
High UV resistance for long life marks in the harsh Australian climate.
Can produce 80–100 metres of line per aerosol can (depending on line width) or cover 4-6 sqm.
Designed for use with Signet hand paint dispenser & Signet hand paint dispenser with wheels.
Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 350g can.

Quick-dry, toluene free formula.
Not suitable for porous surfaces.
Can easily be removed if required.
Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 350g can

rope, post & paint

green too

irrigation

rakes& shov

Ideal for grass, landscaping and sporting grounds.
signs
Quick-dry, toluene free formula.
Low toxicity formula does not damage grass.
Can produce 80–100 metres of line per aerosol
16
164
can (depending on line width) or cover 4-6 sqm.
3
- Sold in boxes of 12 cans. 350g can.
golf at home

nets & practice bays

30075-Y (Yellow)
30075-W (White)

aerators & pl

code: 30074-B (Blue)
code: 30074-BK (Black)

30074-G (Green)
30074-O (Orange)

30074-R (Red)
30074-Y (Yellow)

30074-W (White)
30074-P (Pink)

code: 30065-Y (Yellow)
code: 30065-W (White)

30069-BK (Black)
30069-FO (Fluro Orange)
30069-G (Green)
30069-P (Pink)
30069-O (Orange)

30085-R (Red)
30085-W (White)

signet line marking trolley

signet paint dispenser

signet hand paint dispenser

dy-mark long arm handle

dy-mark spotting gun

dy-mark line master trolley

Ultimate line marking solution.

Lightweight marking tool.

Reduces back strain caused by bending.

Designed to prevent back strain & fatigue

Lightweight marking tool

Professional paint marking system

- Adjustable can holder allows various
line widths (65mm - 90mm).
- Pistol grip handle gives ultimate
user control and comfort.
- Collapsible handle for easy storage.
- Designed for use with signet line
marking paint.

- Paint can easily snaps into unit.
- Trigger action ideal for marking out
restricted areas.
- Great for repetitive jobs.
- Sturdy steel construction with two
wheels for ease of use and mobility.
- Designed for use with Signet Spot
Marking Paint and Signet Line
Marking Paint.

-

-

Paint can easily snaps into unit.
Gives you that extra reach.
Lightweight aluminium construction
Improves efficiency and makes application less fatiguing.
- Suitable for use with Spray & Mark,
Landscape Chalk and Golf Marker
Marking aerosols.

- Paint can easily snaps into unit
- Trigger action ideal for marking out
restricted areas.
- Great for repetitive jobs.
- Sturdy steel construction with two
wheels for ease of use and mobility.
- Suitable for use with Spray & Mark,
Landscape Chalk and Golf Marker
Marking aerosols.

- Ergonomic design with built-in side
line attachment.
- Line width adjustable between
approximately 60mm and 100mm.
- Includes utility tray and storage
for up to 5 cans of Dy-Mark’s Line
Marking Paint.

code: 30076-T

code: 30076

code: 30076-H

code: 30068

code: 30064

code: 30062

Made with extra light aluminium.
Gives you that extra reach.
Improves efficiency.
Great for repetitive marking out jobs.
Designed for use with Signet Spot
Marking Paint and Signet Line
Marking Paint.
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Notched base and
ferrule gives
ultimate strength

green tools
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skin protection

ball dispensers

litter bins

Use in conjunction
with locking ferrule to
reduce wear and tear.
enviromental

range management

Locking ferrule will
ensure flagsticks stand
straight every time!

furniture

signs

deluxe locking cup with natural base

- This cup has the added benefit of being able to add an easily
replaceable white liner (Code: 20324)
- Can only be used with David Golf Locking Ferrule (code: 20110).
- Anodised finish.

- Powder-coated white with polished natural aluminium base.
- Can only be used with David Golf Locking Ferrule (code: 20110).
- Meets all regulations

code: 20320 (155mm high)

code: 20321 (155mm high)

locking ferrule

24

irrigation

rakes& shov

deluxe cup natural base

16

plastic putting cup

short plastic putting cup3

164

golf at home

deluxe locking cup with liner

code: 20110

deluxe cup white

nets & practice bays

NEW lock-in
design

Suits the David Golf Locking cup. (Code: 20320, 20321)

green too

signs

deluxe cup with liner

164
3
golf at home

rope, post & paint

most popular

Australia’s Favourite Deluxe cup is now even better!
irrigation

the green

Engineer grade locking ferrule
sits into the cup base, reducing
wear and ensuring flagpoles stand
straight every time.

The nylon buffer eliminates
chipping when returning the
pole to the cup.

All putting cups are sold individually or in packs of 9

The most popular putting cup.

A tournament quality putting cup.

Reduces paint base chipping.

Perfect for practice greens.

Perfect for practice greens.

- No more painting and powdercoating of cups.
- Cast, machined aluminium cup.
- Easily replaceable white liner.
- Ferrule size – D.

- Perfect for golf courses who need
to paint the top of the golf hole for
major events.
- Cast aluminium with white
powder-coated finish.
- Ferrule size – D.

- Perfect for golf courses who need
to paint the top of the golf hole for
major events.
- Cast aluminium with white powdercoated finish & natural base.
- Ferrule size – D.

- Great value for money.
- Tough plastic, economic putting cup.
- Tapered sides makes for easier
setting and lifting.
- Ferrule size – D.

-

code: 20323 (152mm high)
code: 20329 (140mm high)

code: 20327W (152mm high)
code: 20326W (125mm high)

code: 20328 (152mm high)

code: 20305 (140mm high)

code: 20305-H (100mm high)

Great value for money.
Manufactured from high tensile ABS.
Brilliant white in colour.
Ferrule size – D.

smartfit cup

tacit cup

sandscrape cup

The original lock in cup. Notched-ferrule flagsticks fall right into place.

Top dressing and debris is shed through the cup - not in the ferrule bore.

This cup is suited for sand greens only.

- Bonderite aluminum cups for maximum life and the most chip-resistant
coating around. Meets all USGA regulations.
- If it sticks, twist or leans, it’s not a smartfit cup.
- Suitable with smartfit ferrule (Ferrule code: SG-26515).

- Unique feature “cup stop” attachment to eliminate sand migration up into the ferrule
sleeve and reduce cup sink into green profiles. Replacement liner can be branded
with your logo for events. Locks in the ferrule (Ferrule code: TC-0681).
- Aluminium anodised finish,

-

code: SG-18333 (152mm high)

code: TC-0899PL (152mm high)

code: 20318

All putting cups are sold individually or in packs of 9

Remove the inner cup to empty sand build up.
Hardened liner at top eliminates ball rebound.
Ferrule size - D.
Outer: 240mm x 120mm Inner: 150 x 105mm.
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green tool

rope, post & paint

irrigation

green caddy

cup liner

cup collar

putting hole paint guard

A great way to keep your tools organised when hole cutting.

Replacement liner to keep your
cups bright and white.

Maintains shape of hole and saves
painting.

Prevents any paint over spray from reaching the green surface.

- Includes: Plastic pail, waterproof bag & irrigation bottle.
- The central area can also be used for storing seed and top
dressing for any emergency repairs.

- Replacement liner for David Golf
deluxe cup and deluxe locking cup.

- Sits on top of putting cup to highlight
wall area above cup.

- The simplest method to paint holes.
- Makes applying hole in white paint a breeze.
- For use in conjunction with white paint to highlight the hole
for special events.

code: 40070

code: 20324 (White)

code: 20325

code: 20307

nets & practice bays

20324-P (Pink)
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hole in white paint

hole in white paint with jig

Innovative way to make your cups more visible to both
golfers and spectators.

Requires minimal prep time, and can significantly increase
play speed.

- Long lasting application yields over 80 holes.
- 6 Cans per box.

- Features over spray plates to prevent paint dripping
into the cup or turf surface.
- Includes one can and one jig.

code: 30070-PACK

code: 30071

Innovative way to make your cups more visible to both golfers and
spectators alike.

Super bright, fast drying hole whitener paint &
cup shield prevents from over spray.

- Inserts can be printed with your club logo or
corporate sponsor in order to give your course or
event a distinctive high quality finish.
- Pack of 20 sleeves

- A tournament quality paint applicator.
- Includes painter shoe; Makes no mess requires no bending and protects from spillage and paints holes in seconds.
- Compatible with Tacit’s high quality, super bright, fast drying hole
whitener paint and cup shields to prevent from over spray.

- 6 cans per box.
- Follow instructions on can for a perfect finish.

code: TC-0899S

code: TC-1061

code: TC-1062

putting cup sleeve

Rotate cup lids on greens that have two holes.

Designed to remove putting cups with ease.

Minimises damage to the rims of cups.

For Tacit putting cup only.

-

- Helps make removing cups easy.
- Made from powder-coated steel to ensure
long life of the hook.

-

code: 20311L (For David Golf Deluxe Locking Cup
code: & Standard Golf cup)
code: 20311D (For David Golf D Ferrule Cups)
code: 20311T (For Tacit cups)

code: 20815 (Aluminium) SG-30100 (Plastic)

Recommended for everyday & tournament use.
Precisely sets putting cups to regulation depth.
Set it, step on it and lift it out.
Flattens and smooths crowning.

16

hole whitener paint & shield

cup setters

rakes& shov

signs

upright hole whitener

cup lifters

Keeps hole free of top dressings.
Sits flush with green surface.
Size: 105mm D.
Aluminium cover complete with synthetic grass.

the green

sign holders

cup covers

code: 20314 (Rubber) 20312 (Aluminium)
code: 60147 (Plastic - for plastic cups only)
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Removes dew better than anything else on
the market. Try it for yourself!
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The handle converts into Tacit’s
unique Switch handle which is
like nothing else on the market.

furniture
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hole cutter guide plate

hole trimming scissors

black cat

Place on green when cutting cup hole to
eliminate heel marks, and raised hole edges.

For perfect presentation around the cup

Deters bird life from greens and tees.

- Curved handle blades that are perfect for
neatly trimming grass around putting cups.

- Manufactured from black recycled plastic.
- Stainless steel spikes for use on turf.

code: 20670

code: 60120C

- Encourages a straight cut.
- Engineered grade plastic.

code: 20821

timber dew broom

aluminium dew broom

dew brush with switch handle

An easy to use surface water removal tool.

Lightweight aluminium body with fine nylon bristles.

Stiff bristles flick dew into larger droplets that absorb into the soil.

- Soft, natural 100mm Java bristles.
- Perfect for removing morning dew, water and
worm casts from your putting green or lawn.
- Timber frame ensures your brush will last for years.
- Head width: 1800mm.

- Removes dew without any drag.
- Head width: 2500mm.

- Light, easy to carry and use. Designed to be pushed, not pulled.
- Head width: 2000mm.
- Tacit’s Switch handle is now the established standard in the industry. With its stiffer
8.5mm switch tip and its unique pull and lock fixing device. An anodised aluminium shaft
stays rust free whilst Tacit’s soft grip provide a warm hold on the chilliest of days.

code: BMS-DBR3

code: BMS-DBAL

code: TC-1035
Twist and gusset bracing - For
rough ground and hard knocks.

online video

hole groomer

greens keeper ball mark repair tool

du-whipper

neoprene squeegie

magnum roller squeegie

Great time and labour saving tool for quick, near
flawless repairs on greens.

Brush away morning dew, worm casts and bunker sand instantly.

Dual neoprene blade to eliminate chattering.

Designed to push excess water off turf without bruising the turf leaf.

- Easy to handle. Even easier to transport.
- Telescoping fiberglass pole stretches 2m to 5m.
- Durable threaded cap.

- Push water off greens with ease.
- Head width: 600mm.

- Dual brace system for maximum downward pressure.
- Non-absorbent foam rubber head with ergonomically-angled handle.
- Stainless steel axle, heavy duty bolts and lock washers and
industrial-grade end caps.
- Head width: 910mm.

code: SG-34200

code: 20472

code: SG-71336

Refresh the hole with a quick trim.
- Precision hardened and tempered cutting blade
to accurately trim hole to 4.25” diameter.
- Suitable for both soil and sand based greens.
- Mounting brackets available to suit Toro,
Jacobsen and John Deere greens mowers.
code: 20791

28

- Meticulously lifts grass into place in one motion.
- Used when changing holes to improve surface area
of putting greens.
- Height: 910mm.
code: SG-27200
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irrigation

hio hole cutter

magnum hole cutter

shole hole cutter system

Easy to operate
- hammerfurniture
action,
range management
reduces arm and shoulder fatigue.

Field-tested and proven in all soils . . . with flying
colours.

The most popular hole cutter system used for golf’s most prestigious events. With an upright
operation, it is easy on the back. It also features a unique effortless core extraction system.

- Includes helpful depth gauge.
- Every screw, rivet, bolt, and fastener is made from
304 stainless steel, which means no rust.
- Smooth lever action.
- Two options available: Inside sharpened blade for
lighter soils. Outside sharpened blade for heavier soils.
- Spare blades available: SG-28927 (Straight Blade
- Sharpened Inside), SG-28952 (Scalloped Blade
- Sharpened Inside), SG-28953 (Scalloped Blade Sharpened Outside).

- Used by turf professionals at The Open Championship,
Presidents Cup, Australian Open & more.
- Vertical cut (no back strain).
- Perfectly round hole with crisp edges every time.
- Consistent hole depth.
- Allows easy extraction of plugs.
- No scalped or raised plugs.
- Bolts act as a natural stop when using a cutting board.
- Includes: Compression Blades, Hole Cutting Board
and Depth Rings.

code: SG-28960 (Straight Blade - Sharpened Inside)
code: SG-28970 (Scalloped Blade - Sharpened Inside)
code: SG-28980 (Scalloped Blade - Sharpened Outside)

code: TC-1013 (Complete System)
code: TC-1013BCOM (Hole Cutter Only)
code: TC-1013COM (Spare Blade Only)
code: TC-1013HG (Hole Cutting board)
code: TC-1013HGR (Depth Rings)

enviromental

- Superintendents everywhere have been won
over by it’s precision.
- Easy for any crew member to operate.
& practice bays
signs
- Achievenetsuniform
hole depth every time.
- Powerful action works great on clay-based greens.
- Perfectly round holes with clean edges.
- Two options available: Inside sharpened blade for
lighter soils. Outside sharpened blade for heavier soils.
- Spare blades available: 20808-(I)(O).
code: 20807-I (with Inside blade)
code: 20807-O (with Outside blade)

rakes& shov

The world’s best hole
cutting system.
signs

16
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Shoe protects the blade
and stands the machine
upright on the green.

Superfine steel blade
for exact 108mm cut.
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pro II hole cutter

8” pro II hole cutter / turf repairer

BMS holepro hole cutter

BMS turfmaster deluxe hole cutter

Simple action of this hole cutter results in quick
and easy hole changing process.

Made for installing 8” (203mm) special event cups,
but also perfect for quick and easy turf repairs.

Provides an accurate and clean cut whatever
the condition of your green.

Compact, light and easy to use, supplied
complete with cutting blades.

- Cold-rolled tubing with carbon steel shaft.
- Adjustable depth collar with foot ejector.
- Two options available: Inside sharpened blade for
lighter soils. Outside sharpened blade for heavier soils.
- Spare blades available: SG-28927 (Straight Blade
- Sharpened Inside), SG-28952 (Scalloped Blade
- Sharpened Inside), SG-28953 (Scalloped Blade Sharpened Outside).

- Hot-rolled tubing with carbon steel shaft.
- Adjustable depth collar with foot ejector.
- Expelled assembly makes ejecting 8” (203 mm) plugs
a breeze…minimizing frustration and wasted time
- Replaceable inside sharpened shell also available.

- Accurate and clean cut.
- Industrial duty blade.
- Still recognised as an industry standard for
hole cutting across the world.
- Includes industrial duty blades and rubber mallet.
- Spare blades available: BMS-TMD3.

- Features dead stop depth guide.
- Reinforced top blade.
- Wide diameter base plate, reinforced
side struts and heavier hammer plate.
- Includes industrial duty blades and rubber mallet.
- Spare blades available: BMS-TMD3.

code: SG-28700 (Straight Blade - Sharpened Inside)
code: SG-28800 (Scalloped Blade - Sharpened Inside)
code: SG-28801(Scalloped Blade - Sharpened Outside)

code: SG-28785

code: BMS-TMD4X

code: BMS-TMD1X
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Australia’s most popular flag.

Perfect for courses that experience strong winds.

Vibrant full colour single sided print.

Durable, flat colour print .

Flags are meant to fly. 200 denier is the perfect grade for flight.

Perfect for high wind areas. 400 denier flag.

High visibility, giving a touch of class to the green.

- 200 denier polyester fabric.
- Double row stitching on the fly hem,
ensures durability in extreme wind conditions.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 9.

- 400 denier polyester fabric.
- Double row stitching on the fly hem ensures
durability in extreme wind conditions.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 9.

- Perfect for printing full colour logos on
white flags or black on coloured flags.
- Not available on David Golf Links Flags.
- No minimum order quantity.
- Max print area: 300 x 200mm.

-

-

- 400 denier material gives an increase in material strengths when
windy conditions prevail & quad stitching for high class hems.
- Made of Dupont SolarMax nylon which is known for its UV stability.
- Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
- Sold in packs of 9.

- Sewn with vibrant colours and outstanding craftsmanship with
double lock-stitch hems and bar-tacked corners for added strength.
- The 200 denier nylon provides excellent flag longevity.
- Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
- Sold in packs of 9.

code: 20603-Y (Yellow)
code: 20603-B (Blue)
code: 20603-LB (Light Blue)

code: 20601-Y (Yellow)
code: 20601-W (White)

code: SG-22340T (Light blue) SG-22220T (Orange)

code: SG-22250TX (Medium blue) SG-22190TX (Red)
code: SG-22200TX (White)
SG-22210TX (Yellow)

code: SG-22330T (Black/white)
code: SG-22640T (Blue/white)

border flags

semaphore flags

numbered flags

Contrasting border and body of flag dresses the green perfectly.

Dual coloured flags to increase visual impact on course.

Two option sets available: 1-9 and 10-18.

- Superior quality 200 denier fabric Dupont SolarMax nylon.
- Club or sponsor logos can further improve the impact this flag
will have on the golf green.
- Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
- Sold in packs of 9.

-

-

code: SG-25300T (Red/black)
SG-25310T (White/black)
code: SG-25360T (White/navy) SG-25400T (White/red)
code: SG-25330T (Yellow/black)

code: SG-22500T-WB (White/blue) SG-22500T-WR (White/red)
code: SG-22500T-YW (Yellow/white)

20603-W (White)
20603-R (Red)

Great results on any colour flag.
Maximum of 4 colours - matched to pantone.
Minimum order quantity: 9.
Max print area: 250 x 200mm.

20601-R (Red)

self check tube flags

diagonal tube flags

embroidery

full printed flags

Pattern dresses the green with it’s unique design.

Sensitive to the most gentle breeze.

Classic presentation and good performance.

Photo quality, full vibrant colour on both sides.

- 200 denier polyester fabric.
- Double row stitching on the fly hem,
ensures durability in extreme wind conditions.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 9.

- 200 denier polyester fabric.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 9.

- Single or double sided embroidery available.
- Use an existing flag for single sided embroidery
or create your own double sided flag.
- Minimum order quantity: 18.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.

- Logo reads correct on both sides.
- Any colour, any pattern! Like you have
never seen before.
- Minimum order quantity: 18.
- Flag size: 450 x 350mm.

code: 20605-R (Red)
code: 20605-Y (Yellow)
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dye sublimation

20605-W (White)

code: 20606-BY (Blue/Yellow)
code: 20606-BW (Blue/White)
code: 20606-YW (Yellow/White)
code: 20606-RW (Red/White)

View our custom flag image gallery on our website

Made of Dupont SolarMax nylon which is known for its UV stability.
Quad stitching for high class hems.
Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
Sold in packs of 9.

Superior quality 200 denier fabric Dupont SolarMax nylon.
Quad stitched hems further enhance this product.
Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
Sold in packs of 9.

SG-22320T (Black/yellow)
SG-22630T (Red/white)

Numbered flags help assist the golfer with course direction.
Contrasting colours of number and flag increase visibility.
Superior quality 200 denier fabric Dupont SolarMax nylon.
Flag size: 508 x 356mm.
Sold in packs of 9.

code: SG-22101T (Red 1-9)
code: SG-22181T(White 1-9)
code: SG-22121T (Yellow 1-9)

SG-22100T (Red 10-18)
SG-22180T (White 10-18)
SG-22120T (Yellow 10-18)
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7ft

Give an anchor point to hold flags onto
the top of any flagpole.

A discrete and effective solution for
gauging distance using a range finder.
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code: 20123

code: 20130
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traditional measuring transfer

tournament measuring transfer

Suitable for traditional or classic flagpoles.

Suitable for black and white stripe tournament flagpoles only.

- Digitally printed measuring decal.
- White sticker with black writing.
- Supplied as transfer only or we can apply to
pole when ordered with a flagpole.

- Digitally printed measuring decal.
- Black & white sectional stripes with contrasting numbers.
- Supplied as transfer only or we can apply to pole when
ordered with a flagpole.

code: 20160 (Transfer only)

code: 20160-T (Transfer only)

locking ferrule

D ferrule

smartfit ferrule

usa aluminium ferrule

easy mark 2

Suits the David Golf Locking cup.
(Code: 20320. 20321)

Australia’s favourite ferrule.

Suits smartfit cup. (Code: SG-18333)

Suits Tacit cup.
(Code: TC-0899PL)

Put a ferruled flagpole anywhere
without cutting a cup hole.

code: 20110

code: 20114

code: SG-26515

code: TC-0681

code: SG-26760

(Code: 20323, 20329, 20327W, 20326W,
20328, 20305, 20305-H)

A beautifully
handcrafted pole
for a traditional
look.

traditional fibreglass flagpole

tournament flagpole

classic flagpole

timber flagpole

An economy pole, with strength & flexibility.

Provides a higher visibility & stability.

Stands out against any backdrop.

Add a touch of class to your course.

-

-

- Hollow fibreglass, gel coated, high gloss centre
shaft with solid fibreglass top & lower stem.
- Additional striping available.
- Supplied with ferrule.
- Sold individually.

- Supplied with ferrule.
- Sold individually.
- Turned from solid ash timber

code: 20012-W (White)
code: 20012-BKW (Black/White Stripe)
code: 20025 (Timber)

code: 20026-WAL (Walnut)
code: 20026-HON (Honey)

Made of solid colour-impregnated fibreglass.
Supplied with ferrule.
Additional striping available.
Sold individually or in packs of 9.

code: 20001- (R) (W) (Y) (6’) (Red) (White) (Yellow)
code: 20002- (R) (W) (Y) (7’) (Red) (White) (Yellow)
code: 20003- (R) (W) (Y) (8’) (Red) (White) (Yellow)

Tapered from 19mm diameter from centre of pole.
Additional striping available.
Supplied with ferrule.
Sold individually or in packs of 9.

code: 20016- Y (Yellow)
20016- W (White)
20016-BKW (Black/white stripe)
20016-WBK (White/black base)
20018-WBK (White/black base 8’)
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practice green marker flag

nearest the pin / longest drive marker

nearest the pin with tape measure

proximity marker

A smaller, economical Nearest the Pin marker.

A quality, weather-proof marker to record NTP.

Fixed tape measure for easy measuring.

Ideal for ‘Long Drive’ and ‘Proximity’ contests.

Suitable for codes: 20865, 20850 and 20870

- Manufactured from recycled plastic with high
impact perspex cover (weather resistant).
- Dimensions: 160 x 185mm with 170mm spike.
- Sold individually or in packs of 4.

- Manufactured from recycled plastic with high
impact perspex cover (weather resistant).
- Dimensions: 165 x 275mm with 200mm spike.
- Replacement cards available - code: 20454.
- Sold individually.

- Manufactured from recycled plastic with high
impact perspex cover (weather resistant).
- Dimensions: 165 x 275mm with 200mm spike.
- Replacement cards available - code: 20454.
- Sold individually.

-

- Size: 230 x 150mm.
- Sold individually.

code: 20450

code: 20455-BK (Nearest the pin)
code: 20457-BK (Longest drive)

code: 20458-BK

code: SG-10700

304mm (1ft)

golf at home

signs
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609mm (2ft)

2ft

Durable mild steel construction.
Each pack includes: 4 markers, 4 packs of cards.
Double sided cards, easy to replace.
Dimensions: 130 x 200mm.
Replacement cards available - code: SG-10701.

Crafted from
dressed timber
with brass for a
classier look.

golf at home

code: 20860- (R) (W) (B) (Y)
code: 20861-BKW (Black/white check)
1ft

nearest the pin flag

nearest the pin disc

placement flag

practice green marker

tournament practice green marker

timber practice green marker

custom sticker for PGM shield

A handy solution to NTP recordings.

Fitted with a small spike for placement on the green in nearest the pin competition.

Used to identify the pin position of the day.

For a visible target on your practice green.

For a prestigious looking practice green.

Add a touch of class to your practice green.

Add your logo or your sponsors logo to your shield.

-

- White plastic nearest the pin disc with vinyl sticker. Various designs to choose from.
- Dimensions: 62mm diameter.
- Sold individually.

-

-

-

- Manufactured from solid ash timber with
metal ball retreiver.
- Height: 830mm.
- Flags sold separately (Code: 20860).
- Sold individually.

- Plastic head (left) Size: 60mm Diameter. Matte sticker.
- Aluminium head (right) Size: 73mm Diameter. Gloss sticker (not shown).

code: 20453-NTP (NTP)
code: 20453-NTPA (A)
code: 20453-B (Blue)
code: 20453-NTPD (D)

code: 20468-Y (Yellow)
code: 20468-B (Blue)

Weather-proof pocket for holding NTP card.
Fits traditional and tournament flag poles.
Replacement cards available - code: 20463.
Dimensions: 240 x 130mm.

code: 20464-Y (Yellow)
code: 20464-W (White)

rakes& shov

signs
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small nearest the pin marker
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green tool

rope, post & paint

Compact design for
easy manoeuvrability.

signs

the green

20453-NTPM (Men)
20453-NTPB (B)		
20453-NTPW (Womens)
20453-W (White)

20453-NTPL (Ladies)
20453-R (Red)
20453-NTPC (C)

Easily slides onto pole.
Fits traditional flagpoles only.
Complete with grommets.
Dimensions: 180 x 120mm.
20468-W (White)
20468-R (Red)

Made from glass filled nylon with fibreglass rod.
Add an extra touch by adding your logo.
Height: 700mm.
Flags sold separately (Code: 20860).
Sold individually or in packs of 9.

code: 20853- (B) (BK) Shield (Blue) (Black)
code: 20865-W Marker only

Tapered fibreglass construction.
Add an extra touch by adding your logo to your flag.
Height: 800mm.
Flags sold separately (Code: 20860).
Sold individually.

code: 20850-BKW

code: 20871-(HON) (WAL) Shield (Honey) (Walnut)
code: 20870-(HON) (WAL) Marker only (Honey) (Walnut)

code: Contact us for more information
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- Two-in-one bunker rake perfect for the “Aussie Style” bunker.
- One smooth side for rolling the vertical face of the bunker and a second side
litter bins
with ridges to scrape the bottom of the trap for a consistent lie. The result is
a more consistent finish than traditional bunker rakes that leave deep plow
marks in the playing surface.
- Handle length: 60” (1524mm) or 72”(1828mm) handles available.
- Head width: 510mm.

signs

irrigation

ezee rake head

razor rake head

super rake head

tournament rake head

big ezee rake head

The traditional ezee rake head.

Heavy Duty Razor tooth rake head.

Unique angled teeth for perfect results.

Light weight, but remains strong.

Made of a lightweight durable plastic.

- Teeth on one side and a levelling
and smoothing blade on the other.
- It will not warp or discolour even in
the hot sun!
- Head width: 375mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 25.

- Designed to move less sand
around the bunker.
- Reverse push and pull action
for smoothing.
- Head width: 400mm.
- Sold individually or in packs of 25.

- The best choice for raking wet sand.
- Solid head for strength and durability.
- Use reverse side for repairing your
bunker walls.
- Head width: 400mm.
- Sold individually.

- Unique curved shape and short teeth
to smooth sand into perfect playing
conditions.
- Reinforced walls for durability.
- Head width: 420mm.
- Sold individually.

- It will not warp or discolour even16
in
164
the hot sun!
3
- Teeth on one side and a leveling
golf at home
and smoothing blade on the other.
- Head width: 560mm.
- Sold individually.

code: 30400-BR (Brown)
code: 30400-BK (Black)

code: 30406

code: 30401

code: 30402

code: 30400-OS

rakes& shov

signs
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code: SG-11910-PACK (Pack of 12 - 60” handle)
code: SG-11920-PACK (Pack of 6 - 72” handle)
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Redefined. Stronger. Smoother. Toothless.

The Bunker rake that
leads by example!
irrigation

golf accessories

Beware of cheap
imitations!

nets & practice bays

which rake handle for which head?
Rake Heads

sand maiden rake

duo rake

timber usa rake

Rake Handles

Will leave bunker floors with a perfect finish.

As its name suggests, you get TWO rakes in one!

High quality original design.

aluminium rake handle

length: 1500mm colours: Green, White 30412

- Impact-resistant, high-density polyethylene.
- Ends are tapered to reduce unsightly furrows
left by rakes with straight ends.
- Head width: 635mm.
- Handle length: 1828mm.

- Teeth on one side, blade on the other.
- Now with new stronger, gusset-reinforced
high-impact plastic head.
- Head width: 380mm.
- Handle length: 1828mm.

- Unique pattern in which the teeth break the
surface of the sand, then the head smooths.
- Head width: 550mm with 25 timber teeth.
- Handle length: 1500mm.

fibreglass rake handle

length: 1500mm colours: Green

30413

wooden rake handle

length: 1500mm

30410

code: 30409

code: SG-11500

plastic coated rake handle

length: 1500mm colours: Green, White 30411

code: 30425

ezee
rake head

razor
rake head

super
rake head

tournament
rake head

big ezee
rake head

30400

30406

30401

30402

30400-OS

All rake handles are sold individually or in packs of 25
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Bunker
Mat allows spectacular bunkers to be created, dramatically reducing the work involved in maintenance.
golf at home

This panel-shaped, geo composite pipe is designed for rapid drainage on greens, fairways and tees, as well as other playing fields.

- Bunker Mat is used in golf bunkers to retain sand
on steep slopes. It works by trapping sand within
the open structure of the Bunker Mat fibres which
allows the sand to be held on steeper bunker
slopes. It has been used around the world on many
golf courses including a number of championship
courses.
- Bunker Mat is strong, durable and will not tear
when the bunker sand is raked.

- Megaflo panel drain provides the dimensional
stability and field-proven structural strength for
quick, effective subsurface drainage.
- Megaflo® consists of a perforated HDPE core
wrapped with bidim® non-woven geotextile to
prevent soil ingress into the drainage system.
- Regardless of the sub grade soil type, all golf
courses can benefit from improved drainage using
Megaflo®.

signs

nets & practice bays

- It is manufactured in Australia using high quality
polypropylene fibres.
- The system is UV resistant and colour-fast.
- It is designed for long-term durability and
performance.
- Bunker Mat is also a filtration barrier which limits
the migration from the subsoil rising to the base
of the bunker and contaminating the bunker sand,
making them unplayable.

- Bunker Mat is widely used in golf course
facilities around the world.
- Minimises sand contamination.
- Minimises bunker face erosion.
- Reduces sand thickness required.
- Reduced maintenance required.
- UV stabilised for durability.

®

code: GE-BMB225 (2 x 25m) GE-BMB425 (4 x 25m)

code: GE-MEG170050 (170 x 50mm)

megaflo parts

40
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- With twice the soil contact area compared to that
of 100mm round pipe, Megaflo® will drain a given
quantity of water in about 60% of the time.
- The high vertical crush strength means Megaflo®
can be installed closer to the surface reducing the
cost of excavation.
- Megaflo® is manufactured from recycled HDPE,
minimising the carbon footprint of the project.

golf at home

- The increased height and rapid response times
associated with Megaflo® ensures the system out
performs traditional drainage options. The flat
pipe construction prevents intrusion of the cover
geotextile allowing flow rates to be maintained
despite soil confinement pressure.
- Two sizes available: 170mm x 50m OR
300mm x 50m.

GE-MEG3000050 (300 x 50mm)

More parts available - Contact us for more information

t piece

side inlet

end cap

end outlet

- Connects Megaflo® to form a t intersection.

- Connects mainline drainage to laterals.

- Caps off end of megaflo drainage.

- Connects Megaflo® to 100mm or 90mm round pipe.

code: GE-MF17LFT (170mm)
code: GE-MF30LFT (300mm)

code: GE-MF17/17LF/45 (170/170mm)
code: GE-MF30/30LF/45 (300/300mm)
code: GE-MF30/17LF/45 (300/170mm)

code: GE-MF170EC (170mm)
code: GE-MF300 EC (300mm)

code: GE-MF170E0 (170mm)
code: GE-MF300E0 (300mm)
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broadcast spreader

drop spreader

long handle scoop shovel

long handle transfer shovel

#1 transfer shovel

Commercial performer, 45kg capacity.

Rustproof poly hopper, 34kg capacity.

Wide mouth scoop shovel, for lifting
larger volumes.

Lightweight aluminum scoop which
is a great, all-purpose tool.

D-handle transfer shovel has so many uses that it’s
an essential part of any tool assortment.

- Heavy-duty “Diamond” chassis and super-duty
high-speed gearbox.
- Easy operation and durable.
- 3-hole drop system will allow for balanced
spreading.

- Dispense straight down from the hopper,
minimising drift or applying in unwanted areas.
- Provides 56cm of spread coverage in one pass.
- 20cm deep-lug poly wheels will decrease slippage
and provide a balanced drop pattern.

- It’s perfect for moving loose garden
material, grain, sand, top soil or debris.
- It features a #2 sized, heavy gauge
aluminum blade and hardwood handle
with D-grip.
- Dimensions - Handle length: 836mm
Head size: 504mm height × 342mm width.
- Blade thickness: 2.1mm

- It’s perfect for moving loose garden material, sand,
top soil or debris.
- Strong poly D grip handle for comfort and control.
- Foot step for comfort and control.
- Square aluminium blade.
- Dimensions - Handle length: 609mm
Head size: 29mm height × 25mm width.
- Blade thickness: 2.1mm

code: AS-2170

code: AS-ES-7312

- Strong, lightweight with long timber
handle for ultimate leverage.
- It’s perfect for moving loose garden
material, sand, top soil or debris. It can
also be used to shape beds or to scrape
stubborn material.
- Dimensions - Handle length: 1168mm
Head size: 330mm height × 279mm width.
- Blade thickness: 2.1mm
code: BMS-ZALSCL

code: 30441

code: BMS-#1SHOVEL

golf at home

The strength and durability make this
the tool of choice by professionals.
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dummy lute

core scoop

bassine broom

debris rake

magnum landscape rake

magnum maintenance rake

arbor rake

Ideal for removing cores or working on bunkers.

Designed for collecting cores after renovations.

This durable broom is perfect to maintain a natural smooth look to bunker faces.

Perfect for raking sticks and leaves in bunkers

Multi-functional - perfect for sifting.

Designed for construction and repair.

Flip it over to level sand, and topsoil.

- Precision lightweight aluminium heads come complete
with strong braced supports.
- Heads can be fitted either way around, allowing users
to either ‘push’ or ‘pull’.
- Double edge reversible blade.

- Leading edge sits flat to the green surface.
- Easily lift and dispose contents.
- Powder-coated, zinc plated steel scoop with
timber handle.
- Head width: 600mm.
- Handle length: 1680mm.

-

- Ideal for tidying bunkers, working in seed, or
over-seed applications.
- Gusseted head adds extra strength.
- Head width: 510mm.
- Handle length: 1520mm.

- Sifting teeth separate stone & debris; flip over
for straight edge levelling.
- Lightweight aluminium handle and gussets.
- Head width: 914mm.
- Handle length: 1680mm.

-

- Well made and extremely sturdy.
- Reinforced steel rods are designed to strengthen
the head and ensure there is no breakage.
- Head width: 970mm with 16 straight teeth.
- Handle length: 1500mm.

code: BMS-ALDUM05 (500mm)

code: BMS-COSC

code: 20474 (6 row) 20473 (4 row)

code: SG-11300

code: SG-71236

code: SG-71130

BMS-ALDUM10 (1000mm)

Also used to rub in top dressing of greens and fine turf surfaces.
Rear side to be used as a sharper edge to smooth bunker faces.
4 row for gentle whisping of sand | 6 row for heavier brushing of sand.
Handle lengths: 6 row - 1500mm, 4 row - 1800mm

Long teeth tackles grading.
Straight edge handles levelling.
Robust rake head design.
Head width: 760mm.
Handle length: 1680mm.

code: 30417
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sweep-n-fill III

core collector plow

the perfect shovel

An innovative machine that removes grain, increases green speed and greatly reduces the time you spend maintaining your greens.

Allows you to remove aerated core plugs faster, cleaner and safer. It’s all about getting the job done right with less man power in less time.

It is so unique that it has been dubbed the “Perfect Shovel!

- From turf preparation, to clean-up, Sweep-N-Fill
will consistently provide solutions to problems in
and around your facility.
- It moves routine top dressing into turf canopy and
fills aerated holes in only 2-3 passes.

- The patent-pending, rounded edge blade glides along the top of the
green or tee box gathering the plugs as you go.
- Save time, manpower and money by having 1 person remove the
core plugs from the greens while operating the ProCore or Aercore
units with the Nordic Plow.

- Great for clearing aerated core plugs from golf course greens.
- It has 3 adjustable angles - straight, 5 degrees or 10 degrees. You
can change blade angles from left to right with a flip of the wrist.
- It has an adjustable handle with grips, with a rounded or sharp edge.
- Width: 914mm.

- Sweep-N-Fill operates from two ground driven
wheels mounted within the outer frame. There is
6” ground clearance in transport mode. The brush
mounts are fully adjustable so the operator can
position the brushes to the proper height.

-

Built by a professional for professionals.
Brush follows ground contour.
Soft flexible brushes.
Uses up to 20% less sand.
Electric actuator.

- With our adjustable bottom edge, tee boxes and fairways are
no longer a problem.
- Comes with 2 sand bags, end caps with support arms,
and extended side fins - all pre-assembled. Simply attach 6
bolts and you’re ready to use.

code: NP-TPC648

code: 40103

code: NP-PS36

online video
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links drag mat

BMS metal drag mat

drag brush

BMS greens keeper levelawn - 30” & 36”

BMS landscaper levelawn - 33” & 40”

BMS levelawn - 2m & 3m

More durable than Coco Fibre mats.

Gently works top dressings into the green.

Widely used on golf courses and by local councils.

The industry standard for turf craftsman.

Design to handle the tougher spreading jobs.

For levelling top dressing on cricket wickets and similar large areas.

- Flexible foam base will ensure the mat has
direct contact with the green.
- Flip to foam side for transporting across
course, change to grass side for rubbing in.
- Dimensions: 1800W x 1500D x 37mmH.

- Can be towed behind lightweight vehicles such
as mowers, quads or carts.
- Normally used during renovation time for
rubbing top-dressing into large areas.
- Dimensions: 1800W x 1000D x 10mmH.

- Helps control thatch when used before mowing.
- Extensions are available for bigger jobs that
need to be hinged and weighted to help manage
contours and uneven areas.
- Dimensions: 1400W x 660mmD.

-

- Landscaper model is a heavier tool than the Greens keeper models.
- Designed to be slightly flexible, and will follow the contours of golf
greens without causing scars.
- All 4 closed bars are designed to remove excess material whilst
smoothing over the surface.

- Carry handles are provided and can be clipped to any of the
locations on the frame.
- Robust channels are hydraulically straightened in production
and unlikely to distort in use.
- Bolted construction eliminates the risk of damage in transit.

code: 40011

code: BMS-DMAT

code: SG-52000
code: SG-52050 (Extension)

code: BMS-LL760 (760mm) BMS-LL920 (920mm)

code: BMS-LL850 (850mm) BMS-LL1000 (1 metre)

code: BMS-LL2M (2 metre) BMS-LL3M (3 metre)

Ideal for spreading screened topsoil.
Three open inner bars to catch any small stones in the dressing.
1.8m handle for extra reach when smoothing out large areas.
All 5 bars strongly braced at each end for extra rigidity.
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The purpose of the fds9200 Turf Dethatcher
is to remove thatch from the root zone before
overseeding and to allow for faster air, water and
fertilizer penetration. and landscaping operations.
- Perfect for golf courses, sports fields, parks and
landscape constructions.
- Less intrusive alternative to verti-cutting.
- Variable tension settings for use on different
component areas.
- Evenly spread topdressing and sand.
- Increased thatch removal for healthier turf.
- The tines relieves surface compaction to help water,
air and fertilizer penetrate the root zone quickly.
- Articulate to conform to undulations and
steep slopes.
- Easy monitoring & tensioning adjustment.
- For dethatching from light to aggressive.
- Long-lasting hardened tines are more durable
and more responsive to aggressive turf conditions.
- Please note: The actual product is black with
yellow tines.

fds9200 tm
Tow behind tractor.
- Dimensions: Operating: 93 - 46” ( 234 - 117cm )
- Tines: 256 - 16” spring steel music wire
- Tyres: 2 - 4.10 x 3.5 - 6 ply tyres

fds9200 sport
Tow behind compatible gator, quad or workman.
- Dimensions: Operating: 93 - 46” ( 234 - 117cm )
- Tines: 256 - 16” spring steel music wire
- Tyres: 2 - 13.0 x 6.5 - 4 ply tyres
code: WB-FDS9200 (FDS9200 tm)
code: WB-FDS9200SPORT (FDS9200 sport)
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BMS turf doctor

hexagon turf repairer

BMS soil profiler

BMS 3 tine aerator

hand aerifier

star spiker

A complete repair can be made with
no gaps left between the sods.

Innovative plug design for easy sod or
soil removal & seamless replacement.

See exactly what is going on in the
root zone.

Ideal for aerating small areas where
compaction may have occurred.

Great for encouraging new root
growth.

The perfect tool for re-seeding bare
areas on greens.

- The true surface level is maintained.
- Repaired areas can be played on
straight away.
- There is minimal root loss and
recovery is very quick.
- Available in 6” (150mm) and 9”
(230mm).

- Six-sided plugs pull wedges that are
180mm wide x 100mm deep.
- Perfect for replacing small patches.

- A shovel type sampler, slightly tapered
to give a clean cut with minimal
disturbance to the turf.
- Robust enough for almost all areas.
- Produces a large flat sample
(200mm x 100mm).

- 3 x 12mm hollow tines.
- Formed steel flatbar base with
tubular steel T handle.
- Cores ejected from top of tine bar.

- 8mm hollow tines; 57mm penetration
- Rugged steel construction.
- Core collector is built right into
the base.

- Metal star spikes form a perfect
seed bed.
- Prepares fine turf surfaces for
light overseeding and breaks up
moss and algae.
- Excellent for light aeration of
bentgrass greens and tee boxes.
- 1.5m bent ergonomic handle.

code: BMS-TD150 (6” - 150mm)
code: BMS-TD230 (9” - 230mm)

code: SG-29225

code: BMS-SSPROF

code: BMS-AER3T

code: SG-29808-C

code: BMS-STAR

BMS soil sampler

BMS soil probe

BMS handy sampler

sod slide - 3” & 6”

BMS round plugger - 4” & 6”

BMS round plugger - 2”

Adjustable depth guage allows soil
sample to double as 50mm plugger.

The perfect tool to extract core
samples in all types of soil profiles.

A high-quality small core sampler
(3/4” 2cm).

Priceless piece of equipment for
repairing damaged strips of turf.

Features a foot operated spring loaded
ejector for quick plug removal.

All cut plugs are collected in the
tube stem, leaving no mess.

- Designed for use on well watered
golf and bowling greens.
- Side barrel allows inspection of the
soil structure before ejection.

- Open sided for viewing soil sample.
- Designed for use on playing fields, golf
courses and other areas where a deep
sample is often required.
- Tee handle for easy use.
- Hardened steel blade.
- Dimensions: 300mm barrel with
300mm extension bar.

- Features 3 windows that make
viewing soil stata samples fast.
- Plug size: 19 x 250mm deep.
- Made from Stainless Steel

- Simply push the sod slide to easily
and very cleanly cut and remove a
strip of turf 3 or 6 inches wide.
- It cuts sod at a fixed 25mm depth
and allows you to replace sod
seamlessly.
- Replacement blades available.

- 4” sampler is ideal for extracting
disease samples and repairing
damaged or barren areas of turf.
- 6” sampler is ideal for efficient repair
of damaged areas of turf.
- Variable depth control (5-100mm).

- Ideal for soil sampling and pitch
mark repair on golf greens.
- Solid steel construction makes this
a tough, hard-wearing tool ideal for
transporting around large sites.
- Variable depth control (5-100mm).

code: BMS-SS50

code: BMS-SS25

code: BMS-SS19

code: BMS-SOD1 (3”)
code: BMS-SOD4 (6”)

code: BMS-RP100 (4”)
code: BMS-RP150 (6”)

code: BMS-RP50
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*Supplied in
Aluminium Case

soil pH and moisture tester
* Image shown with
hands-free attachment

Will give you an accurate reading of the pH in your soil with the
press of a button.

accu-gage analogue

accu-gage II digital

prism-gage

The ACCU-GAGE is a precision measuring instrument for making highly accurate
height-of-cut adjustments on greens, tees or fairway mowers.

For ease in checking or setting mowers in the field or while units are still attached to
mowers. Place under the mower with indicator head on bed knife and read gage.

-

- With the unique adjusting bar, highly accurate measurements can be made at the cutting edge
of the bed knife (to 0.01 mm), virtually eliminating operator error in both setting of the
adjustment bar and the mower.
- Battery life for the gage is 12 months, depending on the amount of use. (spare battery included).

The PRISM-GAGE is a right angle prism with precision measurement lines
inscribed on one face of the prism. As light enters the prism the viewer compares
the cut turf against the measurement lines.

Adjustments can be made with the gage on the mower. Simply read the gage while turning the adjusting knob.
Stainless steel indicator head designed to measure at cutting edge of bed knife.
Custom extruded aluminium .330 thick and hardened surface insures rigity and long wear.
Hands-free attachment: Magnetically hold the gage to the mower, once in place ‘push up’ the attachment.

code: AC-40002 (Gage only) AC-001-18MAC (Gage with aluminium case)
code: AC-001-18MAC-HF (Gage with aluminium case and hands-free attachment)

- When viewing through the PRISM-GAGE, these graduated lines are superimposed
on the turf so the viewer may measure the actual height of the turf grass and thus
be able to compare it with mower bench settings. The observer may also inspect
the “quality” of cut by comparing the turf over the viewing plane of the prism.

- Ideal for checking alkalinity or acidity of soils, allowing
you to give the best of care to your plants and turf.
- Measuring range: pH 3-8.
- Accuracy: 0.2 - 0.4 pH.
- No batteries or chemicals needed.
- Reliable, accurate, portable.

code: AC-40015

code: AC-001-11D

turf microscope
This a great tool for any turf professional who needs a more
detailed view of the health and quality of their turf.

50

roller check

bed knife buddy

stimp meters

For checking rear rollers on your mowers are parallel where
the rear or front roller needs to be made parallel with the reel.

Very quick and easy way to lightly “touch up” greens mower bed
knives.

Stimp meters are used to measure green speed using the
standardised ball roll measurement method.

- Simply set the Roller-Check™ on the reel with the edge of the
tool resting against the bed knife and examine the perpendicular parallels. If both are touching the roller, the roller is parallel.

- The unique nylon holding block moves the reel out of the way while
the replaceable file puts a light, clean up edge on the front face of the
bed knife.

- Make accurate measurements of a putting surface speed
- Anodized & extruded aluminium.
- Length: Regular - 35cm Short - 20cm.

code: AC-RC-II

code: AC-BED (Bed knife) AC-BED-2 (Spare blade)

code: AC-20675 (Regular) AC-GS101S (Short)

- Lines are inscribed at .100, .200, .300, .400, .500, .750, 1.0, and 1.5 inch. The lines
appear superimposed on the turf enabling the observer to determine actual height
of cut. By slightly tilting the prism, a larger overview of the turf may be viewed in
order to observe the “quality” of cut.

- Three tools in one: 1 - 25x Microscope, 2 - 8 x Monocular, 3 - 3x Loupe.
- When the 3x Loupe and the 8x Monocular are connected together, they
become a Powerful 25x Microscope.
- Easily inspect the quality of cut of your turf grass at 25x power.
- Identify physiological conditions such as diseases and nutrient issues.
- Built lightweight and portable.
- Fully coated optics.
- 20mm objective lens.

code: AC-PG-01M

code: AC-1015
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Load, fill, spray, repeat.
Season after season.
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Produced in Australia in
our Melbourne factory.
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dg staysharp back lapping compound
Premixed to save time and money it also ensures consistent results time after time.
- Made right here in our Melbourne factory.
- Paste sticks well to cylinder blades during the
sharpening process.
- Releases easily and washes off as soon as water
is added during wash-down process.
- Available in fine, medium & coarse grit.
- Available in 5 or 15kg.

Why is DG Staysharp the Grinding Paste of choice?
- Tried and true recipe for over 10 years which
provides consistent results time after time.
- Formulated from quality silicon carbide abrasive
its non toxic and also environmentally friendly.

code: 20752-(C, M, F) 5 kg 20754-(C, M, F) 15kg

15L no-leak backpack sprayer

7.5L compression sprayer

1.4L hand held specialty sprayer

“Never leak” pump and premium shoulder padding.

Perfect for any landscaping and agriculture job.

Features Viton seals & brass adjustable nozzles.

- Pump handle can easily be swapped to either
side for ultimate user customisation.
- Deluxe shoulder harness with storage area
for nozzles and back support cushion.
- Internal piston pump delivers up to 150 PSI.
- Viton® seals and 21” Poly lined stainless steel
wand and stainless steel tank frame.

- Viton® seals, 21” Poly lined stainless steel wand
and drip free wand holder.
- 25 psi Pressure Regulator.
- 50” Chemically-resistant poly hose.
- Delivers constant pressure to apply chemicals.
- Pressure relief valve for ultimate safety.
- Easy to change seals and pumps without a tool.

- This sprayer features a tiny compression
pump capable of 25 PSI.
- Use the ergonomic pump on top to pressurise,
then depress thumb trigger to release.
- This smaller sized sprayer works well for
tight coverage and spot treatments.
- Ergonomic handle for maximum comfort.

code: FG-190461

code: FG-190462

code: FG-190439

During Installation

After 4 weeks

After 6 weeks

metal pins

grass protecta
Designed to improve turf quality in high traffic areas.

All sprayers also include
stainless steel wands
with multiple nozzles
for ultimate versatility.
Also accepts TeeJet Nozzles.

52

Wide Flat Fan
Nozzle

High Foaming
Nozzle

Narrow Flat Fan
Nozzle

Adjustable Brass
Nozzle

- Ideal for use on grass access routes and grassed overspill car parks.
- Fast and economical installation - unroll over existing grass and peg into
place using metal pins.
- Metal pins available for ease of installation.
code: GE-GSHIELD14110 (1 x 10m) GE-GSHIELD14220 (2 x 20m)

- Grass Protecta prevents erosion of the grass and damage to the
surface during wet weather.
- Capable of handling all types of traffic, from pedestrians, bikes and
golf carts to cars, caravans and even heavier weight vehicles.

- U shaped heavy duty wire pins used to anchor
megaflo, bunkermat, bidim or grass protecta to soil.
- 150mm - Box of 500 pins, 200mm - Box of 300 pins,
300mm - Box of 250 pins.
code: GE-PIN150 (150mm) GE-PIN200 (200mm)
code: GE-PIN300 (300mm)
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All hoses feature machine
brass couplings.
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320 ratcheting
spray head
O

8 different multispray patterns

Push smart
on/off flow
control

golf at home

Rubber comfort
grip
Durable machined
brass and stainless
steel, powder-coated
finish

Full telescoping handle
from 28” to 41” length

ultramax blue premium hose

ultramax clear hose

washdown hose

pro line gold hose

shorty pro hose

extender wand

pattern master

pro spray

Featuring outstanding durability
and performance.

Ideal for light to medium commercial
duty including golf course greens.

A smooth, easy to handle flexible
premium wash down hose.

Smooth finish and lightweight with
moderate burst pressure rating.

No more extra hose to carry around
when you don’t need it.

Super soft pattern & easy click selection.

Multi-Pattern Spray Nozzle - for landscape turf or plant watering.

Variable Spray Gun - for landscape turf or plant watering

- Ultra flexible and up to 45% lighter
than commercial quality hoses.
- Made of super, heavy-duty, long life,
abrasive resistant, flexible TPE material.
- All weather performance.
- 1200Psi burst pressure.
- Length: 30m.

- Made of clear pliovic material and
reinforced spiral yarn for extra
strength.
- 600Psi burst pressure.
- Lightweight, durable construction.
- Length: 30m.

-

- Made of super, heavy-duty, long life,
abrasive resistant, flexible TPE material.
- Ideal hose for clubhouse and other
commercial lower pressures.
- 500Psi burst pressure. (Not suitable for
high pressure applications.)
- Length: 23m.

- Ideal for quick green and tee syringe also
equipment wash down.
- Made of super, heavy-duty, long life,
abrasive resistant, flexible TPE material.
- 1200Psi burst pressure.
- All weather performance.
- Length: 6m.

- Full telescoping handle from 28” to 41” length.
- For low to medium flow and pressure applications.
- Fits ¾” hose thread inlet.

-

- Jet stream to a fan spray pattern by simply
twisting the end of the nozzle
- Smooth trigger operation, no leak design.
- Fits ¾” hose thread inlet.

code: UH-NG200-TW-GS

code: UH-NG200-8S-GS

code: UH-H75-0100B (19mm)
code: UH-H10-0100B (25mm)

code: UH-H75-0100C (19mm)
code: UH-H10-0100C (25mm)

code: 40020 (19mm)
code: 40020-25 (25mm)

code: UH-H58-075PRO-GS

code: UH-H75-S20

All Australian made.
Low temperature flexibility .
Smooth cover for ease of handling.
Metre marked > < for convenience.
Distinctive blue line for visibility.
Length: 100m.

Easy click pattern selection & smooth operation.
Not suitable for chemical applications.
Choose from 8 different spray patterns.
Fits ¾” hose thread inlet.

code: UH-NG200-P-GS

Provides
significant
resistance to
movement.
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hose adaptor

hose swivel

quick coupler

quick claw

- Oversized handle, suitable for any
- Solid brass construction.
Underhill Precision nozzle Up to 55GPM.

- Solid brass construction.

- Solid brass construction.

- Solid brass construction.
- Single lug.

- Keeps Quick Coupler valve body from loosening in
the ground. Made from high strength ductile iron.
- Attaches easily with a single steel bolt.

code: UH-A-BV77FM (Composite)
code: UH-CV075H (Brass)

code: UH-A-BA107FM (1” FHT)
code: UH-A-BA107MF (1”MHT)

code: UH-HS-100B (1”FPT x 1”MHT)
code: UH-HS-101B (1”FTP x 3/4” MHT)

code: UH-QV-075R (3/4”)
code: UH-QV-100R (1”)

code: UH-QCA-075100 (3/4” & 1” valve)
code: UH-QCA-150 (1 1/2” valves)

hose mender clamps

hose menders

high flo valves

- Super heavy duty; Designed to do the job right and
built to last. Made of zinc, stainless steel & ED finish.

- Solid brass - ultra reliable. For reliable, crush proof
high performance, year after year.

code: UH-HR75C (3/4” clamps (2) with coupling mender)
code: UH-HR75 (3/4” clamp)

code: UH-HR75F(3/4” clamp with female mender)
code: UH-HR75M (3/4” clamp with male mender)

quick connect

Easy retrofit - Installs
without removing
valve box.

code: UH-A-BQ7M (3/4” Male)
code: UH-A-BQ7F (3/4” Female)
code: UH-A-BQ10M (1” Male)
code: UH-A-BQ10F (1” Female)
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Solid metal internal
- no plastic parts to
wear out.

nets & practice bays

golf at home

online video

magnum™ UltraMAX PRO series
Step up to the most professional nozzle you
can buy - MAGNUM™ UltraMax. Firefighter
quality for professionals in any field, these
variable flow, multi-function nozzles are
virtually indestructible and leak proof.
What is the difference?
Premium Pro Series

Made of super heavy
duty metal alloy, and
TPR rubber.

$$

$$$

Single variable flow

magnum ultramax turbo shift

magnum nozzle

super sweeper nozzle

multimax adjustable nozzle

jr sweeper nozzle

coolpro nozzle

rainpro nozzle

PREMIUM PRO SERIES. Single variable flow:
delivers steady, maximum volume fog, jet stream
and fan patterns.

PREMIUM PRO SERIES. Variable flow: Low/high
volume and mist/jet pattern adjustability.

Precision-machined, incredibly smooth operation and outstanding distribution pattern.

Designed for power wash down, and
cleaning with minimum water usage.

High pressure easy twist variable
pattern nozzle.

Also a part of the solid brass nozzle
series. Built to perform and last.

Cool without over watering - no
root damage. 7GPM at 80Psi.

Excellent for soaking golf greens or
other turf and landscape applications.

- Heavy duty ball valve, push-pull on/off control
handle and exceptional build quality.
- Built for 1” and 3/4” hose flow rates.
- Flow: 15-40 GPM at 600Psi working pressure.

- Delivers light fog and low volume jet stream
before shifting to high volume jet stream and
fan patterns
- Built for 1” and 3/4” hose flow rates.
- Flow: 12-43 GPM at 600Psi working pressure.

- Beautiful, consistent spray patterns for life.
- Multi-pattern sprays - effortless control with
hydraulic assist on/off.
- Built for 1” & 3/4” hose flow rates. 3/4” FHT inlet.
- Flow: 37GPM at 80Psi.

- Heavy duty solid machined brass
construction nozzle built to
perform and last a lifetime.
- Length: 6”. 7GPM at 80PSI.

- No leak design - fine mist to power jet.
- Low flow designed to save water yet
produce high power jet output.
- Length: 4”. 5GPM at 80PSI.

-

- Ideal for equipment power wash down
with minimum water usage.
- High pressure, twist variable pattern.
- Fits ¾” hose thread inlet.

- Ultra durable construction and
assembly unscrews for easy cleaning.
- Built for 1” and 3/4” hose flow rates.
- Flow: 40 GPM at 80Psi.

code: UH-NG600-SFH-75 (3/4”)

code: UH-NG650-DFH-75 (3/4”)

code: UH-SN6-75-GS

code: UH-GNA-75-GS

code: UH-SN2-750-GS

code: UH-HNC075

code: UH-SHN-75

code: UH-NG450

Premium Plus Pro Series

Made of high strength
composite material,
aircraft aluminium
and TPR rubber.

Full Throttle Shift

magnum ultramax full throttle shift

Turbo Shift
Dual variable flow

Solid metal internal
- no plastic parts to
wear out.

online video
Delivers steady,
maximum volume
fog, jet stream and
fan patterns.
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No leak design - fine mist to power jet.
Constant flow smooth operation.
Simple reliable long life.
Length: 2”. 5GPM at 80PSI.

Delivers light fog
and low volume jet
stream patterns before shifting to high
volume jet stream
and fan patterns.

Flow: 15-40 GPM
(based on 80psi)

Flow: 12-43 GPM
(based on 80psi)

600 PSI working
pressure.

600 PSI working
pressure.

57-151 Litres per
minute

45-163 Litres per
minute

magnum ultramax full throttle shift

magnum ultramax turbo shift

mini magnum nozzle

rainbow precision

rainmaker precision

PREMIUM PLUS PRO SERIES. Single variable
flow: delivers steady, maximum volume fog, jet
stream and fan patterns.

PREMIUM PLUS PRO SERIES. Variable flow: Low/
high volume and mist/jet pattern adjustability.

Ideal nozzle for low - medium pressure
applications.

Minimal volume, suitable for seed
beds & delicate landscaping.

- Delivers light fog and low volume jet stream before
shifting to high volume jet stream and fan patterns
- Built for 1” and 3/4” hose flow rates.
- Flow: 12-43 GPM at 600Psi working pressure.

- Easy adjusting & no-leak design.
- Compact - high performance.

code: UH-NG550-DFH-75 (3/4”)
code: UH-NG550-DFH-10 (1”)

code: UH-NG350-GS

- Heavy duty ball valve, push-pull on/off control
handle and exceptional build quality.
- Built for 1” and 3/4” hose flow rates.
- Flow: 15-40 GPM at 600Psi working pressure.
code: UH-NG500-SFH-75

cloudburst precision

cyclone precision

precision nozzle locker

Designed specifically for syringing For watering dry spots, drenching
and spot watering putting greens. & wetting agent application.

Designed for heavy watering
of large areas &hydro-seeding.

Includes all the very best nozzles in an unbreakable, lockable,
corrosion-proof case to keep these tools safe and secure.

- Solid cone pattern.
- Designed to resist plugging.
- Flow: 15 GPM.

- Solid cone pattern.
- Designed to resist plugging.
- Flow: 23 GPM.

- Solid cone pattern.
- Designed to resist plugging.
- Flow: 35+ GPM.

- Flat fan pattern.
- Designed to resist plugging.
- Flow: 50+ GPM.

Includes: Entire Precision nozzle series (Rainbow, Rainmaker,
Cloudburst and Cyclone), Solid Brass High-Flow Valve, Magnum
nozzle and CoolPro with Precision fogging nozzle.

code: UH-HN1500

code: UH-HN2300

code: UH-HN4800

code: UH-HN5000

code: UH-HP-K1
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tracker
The Tracker™ offers a very economical solution
for supplementing seasonal watering needs. It
is ideal for irrigating athletic fields, cemeteries,
or other large campuses where an underground
system is impractical.
Built to last with precision German engineering
and high quality materials.

- Tracker™ requires minimal labor to operate.
- Powered by water, it pulls itself along a nylon
cable and automatically shuts down when it
reaches the end.
- Tracker can irrigate 2650m2 every 8 hours.
- Adjustable speed control: 6-22m/hr.
- Standard full or part circle sprinkler.

-

22-25m pass width.
Water turbine drive and gear box.
Galvanised anchor stake.
Includes 1” brass quick-connect adapter.
Materials: Aluminium, Brass, ABS.
Minimum water pressure: 50 PSI.
Hose required: 1”.

code: UH-T-400

skid base

roller pro sprinkler base

impact sprinkler

drain blaster

Drag behind your buggy for speedy movement.

Provides the most stable field position.

Reliable and high performance year after year.

High pressure rain cleaning nozzle.

- Made from heavy duty steel to give a sturdy and
solid construction, designed to suit 1” hose.
- Works with a large range of sprinkler tops.
- Supplied with adaptor to suit 3/4” hose.
- Dimensions: 420mm width x 160mm high.

- Ideal for watering dry spots and seeded areas.
- 22” wide stainless steel roller is weighted to
prevent movement during use.
- Standard 1” FHT Inlet x 1” female NPT outlet.
- 3/4” inlet and outlet adapters included.
- Designed for years of hard use.

-

- Includes wire attachment connector for using
wire locator to determine drain route.
- Two stage flushing action: Front jet cuts through
blockage. Rear jets propel nozzle up line.
- Heat treated 303 stainless steel for long life.
- Miniumum water pressure: 70PSI.

code: BMS-SKID

code: UH-A-RP221

code: UH-S1075F (3/4” MTP Full Circle)
code: UH-S1075P (3/4” MTP Part/Full Circle)
code: UH-S1100P (1” MTP Part/Full Circle)

Solid brass construction.
Stainless steel drive spring.
Bearing assemble hood for longer wear life.
Chemical resistant bearing seals.
Straight-flow, low pressure loss.
GPM and radius vary.

Clockwise or
anti-clockwise
operation.

Stronger, better
fit than original
equipment lids.

ratchet sprinkler trimmer

head edger irrigation trimmer

superkey 9 in 1 combo

hosetap

versalid

catchcan pro

Makes operation easier & quicker with minimal movement. Cuts a
clean edge around irrigation heads. Soft rubber grips for all day use.

Achieves a clean trim on the grass and
trenches the soil for a manicured finish.

A multi-purpose tool for Toro and Rainbird golf
sprinklers. A must have companion.

Creates an instant hose connection from any
Toro or Rainbird valve-in-head sprinkler.

The easy solution for broken or missing valve box
lids. Fits all 6-7” round valve boxes.

Accurately measure your sprinkler performance
to help maximise water savings.

- Reduces back strain with flow-on
OH&S benefits. Height: 80cm
- Perfect for Kirby Markers (11” blade).

- Adjustable blade cleans sprinklers ranging
from 4.5” to 10”.
- Spare blades available.

- Effortlessly turn electric valve-in-heads on and off.
- Made from stainless steel and composite material.
- Performs many sprinkler maintenance jobs.

- Made from aircraft aluminium (will not wear out).
- A fast connection when quick-couplers or hose
bibs are not available.

- Greater top-load strength and more UV-resistant
than structural foam lids.
- Purple lid available for reclaimed water.

- Identify poorly performing sprinklers.
- Measures application in inches, cm, ml.
- Unique design allows for shorter duration test.

code: BMS-HEADEDGER
code: BMS-HEADBLADE (Spare Blade)

code: UH-ASKTRB

code: UH-HN-R150B (Rain bird eagle 900 series)
code: UH-HN-T100B (Toro 1” inlet)
code: UH-HN-T150B (Toro 1 1/2” inlet)

code: UH-VL-6 (Green)
code: UH-VL-6NP (Purple)

code: UH-CCUPK-12 (pack of 12)

code: UH-TTRT-100
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code: UH-DN-10 (3/4” FHT inlet)
code: UH-DN-75 (1” FHT inlet)

Blades sold separately:
7” - Code: UH-TTRC-007
8” - Code: UH-TTRC-008
11” - Code: UH-TTRC-011
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water removal
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Will effectively treat localised
dry spots in a range of soil
types or turf grass varieties

Proven to be a top competitor
in turf quality, infiltration depth,
and moving water through
saturated soils

tournament ready plus with actosol pellets

hydro wet premium pellets

Uniform moisture management that doesn’t bind in the thatch layer.

Concentrated hydro-wet in solid pellet form.

- Tournament-ready proven formula with the addition of humic acid,
fulvic acid, calcium, iron and micro-nutrients.
- Increases soil moisture without causing ‘spongy turf’ problems.
- This is perfect for areas that have poor moisture holding capacity.
- Apply with the Pellet Pro applicator (Code: UH-A-PPWA50K).

- Helps cool the canopy temperatures of turf grass during high heat conditions.
- Perfect for fairways, tees and roughs.
- Apply with the Pellet Pro applicator (Code: UH-A-PPWA50K).

code: UH-TRPLPEL (Individual 227g pellet)
code: UH-TRPLPEL-BOX (Box of 16 - 227g pellets)

code: UH-HYPEL-PR (Individual 170g pellet)
code: UH-HYPEL-PR-BOX (Box of 24 - 170g pellets)

big gulp ultramax plus

164
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The only pump
that completely
disassembles for
easy cleaning.

Remove water from your sprinklers and valve
boxes, with the smoothest pump you’ll ever use.
-

16

Sure-Fit discharge hose – stays intact.
Contour grip handle – no busted knuckles.
Heavy-duty polycarbonate cylinder body .
Pump shaft, aircraft aluminum – unbreakable.
High volume cylinder body – 35 oz. / stroke.
Made from the highest quality materials.
Unique plunger seal and O-Ring wiper seal.
Self-priming, high volume water capacity.
Super smooth & durable pumping action.
Completely disassemble and clean for longer life.
Replacement seal and O-Ring kits available.

gulp syringe ultra
Same features as the big
gulp ultramax plus.

gulp ultramax
High grade
discharge
hose.

golf at home

Same features as the big gulp
ultramax plus.

- 12” long polycarbonate
cylinder body.
- Can be completely
disassembled for cleaning.

- 14” long polycarbonate
cylinder body.
- 18” outlet hose.

code: UH-A-G12S-C

code: UH-A-G12-C5

code: UH-A-G3636-CK5

Mud guard included;
Built-in filter minimises
clogging and makes
pumping easier.

flo-pro injection

online video

pellet pro applicator gun

in-line applicator

liquid pro applicator gun

Heavy-duty surfactant applicator, high-flow
valve & precision nozzle combo.

Connect directly to a water source to get the
benefits of Pellet Pro.

Chemical-resistant, UV protected, lightweight siphon
mixing system.

-

- Pellet Pro’s bowl works great as an in-line filter replacement for
most spray rigs. Heavy-duty transparent bowl shows fluid levels and
wont crack.

- Covers 92m2 in less than a minute.
- Paint your turf with liquid wetting agent fertilizer and micro-nutrients.
- Adjustable metering dial offers 10 settings.

code: UH-A-PPQ-100

code: UH-A-LPWA50K

The best wetting agent gun available.
Provides a high volume, yet soft spray.
35+ GPM to get the job done faster.
Pellet rotation evenly dissolves tablets.

code: UH-A-PPWA50K
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The affordable solution for applying liquid or water soluble wetting agent, fertilisers, acids and soil amendments using your irrigation system.
Designed for golf, sports fields, and large applications.
- Simply turn dial to the desired injection rate. Just pour wetting agent directly into
tank and let your irrigation system do the work… saves man power!
- No mixing, no injection limit, no electricity required, no moving parts.
- Patented, fluid-flow technology for precise delivery.
- Adjustable feed rates for various mixing ratios.
- Easy filling – no pre-mixing or pre-blending.
- No moving parts means no down time.
- Operating pressure 15 to 125 Psi maximum.
code: UH-FLO-PRO
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grippaz gloves

lightly powdered latex gloves

contego chillagoe winterline impact glove

contego original black gloves

xtm x-tex gloves

Professional multi-purpose glove for a wide range of environments.

Bio-degradable, environmentally friendly and bio-compatible.

Synthetic leather palm with ultra grip palm for better grip & durability.

0.8 mm premium breathable synthetic leather palm.

Versatile soft-shell glove with touch screen technology.

- Ergonomically designed not only for wet grip on the outside
but also to reduce
hand slippage
on the inside.
enviromental
range management
furniture
- Unparalleled strength and unique double sided grip.
- 100% nitrile and latex free.
- Box of 100 gloves.

- Features easy donning, excellent fit and rolled cuffs for
extra strength - 245mm standard length.
- The latex disposable gloves are smooth & soft and
lightly powdered, with safe grip for wet conditions.
- Box of 100 gloves.

- 3M Thinsulate C100 with fleece insulation keeps your body warm.
- Impact finger / knuckle strap / back / and extra thumb
reinforcement guard to provide extra protection.
- Water repellent fabric back and outside thumb.
- Neoprene cuff - snug fit, easy to remove.

-

-

code: SHP-GRIPPAZ

code: SHP-LATEX

code: SHP-CHILLAGOE

code: SHP-CONTEGO

skin protection

signs

ball dispensers

litter bins

sizes: L, XL

sizes: L, XL

sizes: L, XL

irrigation

Neoprene padded palm for vibration reduction.
Perforated forchettes for increased coolness & air flow.
Grip tab closure for increased comfort and improved fit.
ID tag for personalised identification.
Sold in pairs.
sizes: M - XL

nets & practice bays

Waterproof 5,000mm.
Breathable 5,000gr/m2.
signs
Windproof.
Ergonomic Palm.
Sold in pairs. 16
164
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code: SHP-XTMG
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sizes: M - XXL

most popular

nitrile disposable gloves

red single dip chemical gloves

golden eagle winter lined gloves

beige rigger gloves

ninja black ice gloves

100% nitrile which provides strength & good abrasion resistance.

Protection against chemical and mechanical hazards with this glove.

‘The best feeling leather glove available’.

Wing thumb allows better open hand pulling and grabbing.

Double layered design to provide warmth down to -50 degrees.

-

-

-

- Made of A/B grade beige cow grain to provide dexterity and
protection against abrasions.
- In-sewn elastic for improved fit & comfort.
- Sold in pairs.

- Two layer liner / dual shell construction.
- Foam PVC HPT coating provides a spongy, durable & flexible grip
and repels liquid to ensure excellent wet & dry grip.
- Sold in pairs.

code: SHP-RIGGER

code: SHP-NINJAICE

Features textured grip for increased wet grip.
Stronger than standard latex or vinyl disposable gloves.
Ambidextrous design and bio-degradable.
Box of 100 gloves.

code: SHP-NITRILE
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sizes: L, XL

Good dexterity, comfort & flexibility allows for easy maneuverability.
Breathable cotton lining provides comfort and absorption.
Lengthy 45cm for extra protection.
Sold in pairs.

code: SHP-REDDIP

sizes: L

Built to last with high abrasion resistance.
Curved fingers with perforated fourchettes.
Black neoprene knuckle bars are featured for added protection.
Sold in pairs.

code: SHP-GE

sizes: M - XL

sizes: L, XL

sizes: L, XL
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3M solus 1000 safety glasses - clear & grey

sign holders

90%

of eye injuries can be
prevented by wearing
the correct eye wear

3M peltor lumberjack

most popular

ng paste & blades

nviromental

The only safety glass with
ScotchgardTM anti-fog
technology that really works!
skin protection

enviromental

ball dispensers

range management

Scotchgard™ Anti-Fog Coating lasts longer than traditional anti-fog coatings,
helping to increase eyewear performance in wet and steamy environments.

litter bins

Combines head, face & hearing protection.

Scotchgard™ technology is applied to help
workers see clearly and for longer.

- Uniquely designed front visor shield which helps
eliminate sawdust and rain from falling between
mesh and hard cap.
- Designed to be used with or without earmuffs.
- Rain guard protects your neck from debris.
- Mesh visor and earmuffs can be swiveled
both up or down.

- The coating retains its effectiveness for at least 25 washings, allowing you to
wear your eyewear longer. Lightweight frame, soft nose bridge cushioning plus
inner padding on temples deliver all-day comfort.
- Scotchgard™ Anti-Fog Coating is designed for working in challenging situations.
- Colour accented soft temple components for a stylish and modern look.
- AS/NZS 1337.1 Medium Impact.

furniture

code: SHEAD-3MPL

code: SEP-3MS1000-CL clear SEP-3MS1000-GY grey
Scotchgard
signs

TM

3M replacement mesh visor
Suitable for extremely harsh environments.
- Design ensures excellent strength and stability.
- AS/NZS 1337.2:2013 approved.
- Dimensions: 330 x 155mm (mesh 1.8 x 1.8mm).
code: SHEAD-3MRSV

coated eye wear

Scotchgard Anti-Fog Coating produces
a reduced-contact angle,flattening the
water beads into a thin, transparent film of
water that allows light to pass through.

nets & practice bays

Uncoated eye wear

3M welding helmet 10v

When microscopic water droplets land on
the lenses, they bead up and form condensation and fog, obscuring your vision.

3M virtua ap safety glasses- clear & grey

3M secure fit 200 safety glasses - clear & grey

3M lexa splash gogglegear safety glasses

The AP Series offer a sleek unisex styling, lightweight & comfortable.

Self-adjusting feature eliminates the need to stock multiple frame
sizes at work sites.

Top and bottom vent channels improve air flow to reduce
fogging & keep out particulates.

- Diffusion Temple Technology allows temples to naturally adjust to
individual head sizes.
- Stylish, lightweight design, features proprietary 3M™ Pressure.
- Lens absorb 99% ultraviolet lights.
- AS/NZS 1337.1 Medium Impact.

- The 3M™ Lexa Splash Goggle has durable polycarbonate lens
with DX™ anti fog, hard coating, and an extended viewing range
without distortion. Indirect vent channels to increase airflow and
help minimise fogging.
- AS/NZS 1337.1 Medium Impact.

- The Virtua™ Series delivers protection with streamlined design,
entry level eyewear that is ideal for visitors. Designed with high-wrap
polycarbonate lenses and integral side shields to provide ultimate
protection. Wrap-around, polycarbonate lens provides greater than
99% UV protection.
- Features DX™ anti fog hard coating.
- AS/NZS 1337.1 Medium Impact.
code: SEP-3MVAP-CL clear SEP-3MVAP-GY grey
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As easy as 3, 2, 1, with the longest warranty in its class.
3 The THREE most commonly used dark shades for welding with a super light shade of 3.
2 Only TWO sensitivity settings. Spend more time welding and less time setting up your helmet
1 A quality, comfortable and robust welding helmet from the number ONE brand in welding PPE.

Eye injuries can
happen when you
least expect them.
BE PREPARED.

- Has permanent protection (Shade 12 equivalent) against harmful UV- and IR- radiation, regardless of
whether the filter is in the light or dark state or whether the auto-darkening function is operational.
- Three different Shade Number settings in the dark state, 10-12.
- Two user selectable levels of detector sensitivity to ensure a reliable arc detection.
- Excellent visibility in light state, shade 3, for easy welding preparation and after treatment.
- Can be used together with 3M Maintenance Free Respirators for welding.

Everyday more than 600 workers suffer
an eye injury simply because they do not
wear protective eye wear.
Lightweight

code: SEP-3MSF200-CL clear SEP-3MSF200-GY grey

code: SEP-3MLGCL

Viewing Area
Switching time light-dark
Opening time dark-light
UV/IR Protection
Light State

11 x 93mm
0,1 ms (+23° C)
150 ms - 250 ms
According to shade no. 12
Shade no. 3

Dark State
Battery Type
Battery Lifetime
Operating Temperature
Head Sizes

Shade no. 10 - 12
2 x CR2032
1500 Hours
-5° C to 55° C
52 - 63

code: SHEAD-3MWH10V
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3M peltor pro tac III
slim headset headband
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3M peltor worktunes
pro headset

Protects against harmful noise, whilst allowing
ambient sounds to be heard e.g. Conversations.

Protects your hearing while allowing you to
listen to AM/FM radio.

- 3.5 mm listen-only stereo input (limited to 82 dB)
for connection to external devices (e.g. mobile
phone, radio, two-way radio and iPod).
- Voice-guided menu system avoids the need to
remove the headset for setting changes.
- Auto power off turns off after 4 hours of non-use
- Uses 2 AA batteries (Included).
- 26dB Class 6 Protection.

- Digital station search and voice guided system.
- Auto power off turns off after 4 hours of non-use.
- 3.5 mm listen-only stereo input for connection to
external devices.
- Uses 2AA Batteries (Included).
- Battery life: 40 hours.
- Protection: Moderate-to-high level.
- AS/NZS 1270 SLC80 (Class 5).

code: SHEAR-3MPPTIII

code: SHEAR-3MPWP

Cuts out loud noise but
allows conversations to
be heard.

3M e-a-rtm one touchtm
pro earplug dispenser

3M e-a-rtm soft yellow neons
one touch pro refill container

Accurately dispenses one at a time.

Brightly coloured for compliance sighting.

- Eliminates workers reaching into a
bin and touching multiple earplugs.
- Dispenses a single earplug with
each turn, giving the worker more
control with less chance of spillage
and waste of earplugs.
- Can be free-standing or
wall-mounted (a powder-coated
steel backplate is included).
- Made from durable ABS plastic
for tough environments. Shields
earplugs from wind and rain.
- Holds 500 pairs of earplugs (Sold
Separately).
code: SHEAR-3MEOTD

Two way
communication.

Speak to your staff
from anywhere on the
ground. Connect your
headset via a push-totalk adaptor to your
two-way radio.

signs
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3M 1100 foam earplug
one touch refill container
rakes& shovels

grinding paste & blades

Comfortable extended wear.
enviromental

skin protection

enviromental

ball dispense

range managem

- Bullet shape design provides a smooth
dirt resistant surface.
- SCL80 21dB (Class 3)
- For use with One Touch Dispenser.

golf at home

signs

code: SHEAR-3MEOTR (500 pairs)

code: SHEAR-3MEOTR-1100 (500 pairs)

3M e-a-rtm uncorded earplugs

3M e-a-rtm earplugs with grip

- Extremely soft foam helps provide low
pressure inside the ear canal for increased
comfort. Suitable for all frequencies.
- Standard: AS/NZS 1270, SLC80 23dB
(Class 4).

Perfect for wearers with dirty hands.

code: SHEAR-3MUE (Box of 200 pairs)

code: SHEAR-3MEG (Box of 200 pairs)

nets & practice b

- Unique cone shape inserts easily into
the ear. Standard: AS/NZS 1270,
SLC80 24dB (Class 4).

Lightweight

3M peltor headset standard

3M x-series premium
headband earmuff

3M peltor headband
& neckband earmuff

The 3M™ Peltor™ Headset Standard with J11 connector. High attenuating shells with optimised
acoustic design and excellent space for the ears for the best possible sound quality and comfort.

The wire headband offers consistent
pressure for longer wearing.

High quality earmuffs meet the protection
needs of almost any working environment.

- Soft, wide, foam & fluid-filled ear cushions
and individually sprung head band wires of
stainless sprung steel.
- Microphone with effective noise compensation
for clear & reliable communication.
- AS/NSZ 1270:2002, CE Approved.
- SLC80 Rating: 31 (Class 5).

- Features an electrically insulated wire headband
often referred to as ‘dielectric’.
- Lightweight, lower-profile earmuff helps with
compatibility with other protective equipment.
- Protection: Moderate-to-high level. AS/NZS.
1270 SLC80 (Class 5).

- Liquid sealing rings for comfort and large cup
space reduces moisture and heat build up.
- Neckband/headband design helps improve
compatibility with other protective equipment.
- Protection: Severe - high noise level.
AS/NZS 1270 SLC80 (Class 5).

code: SHEAR-3MXSP

code: SHEAR-3MH7A (Headband)
code: SHEAR-3MH7B (Neckband)

code: SHEAR-3MPH
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- Have a smooth texture for in-ear comfort
and all-day wearabillity.
- SCL80 23dB (Class 4)
- For use with One Touch Dispenser.

irrigation

- Over 25 adaptor options: Sturdy, water-resistant
adapters with integrated push-to-talk button
(PTT) for connecting 3M Peltor Headset to
communication radios, mobile telephones &
other equipment. Adaptor options include:
Motorola, ICOM, Kenwood, Nokia, Vertex,
Sepura & Ericsson (sold separately).
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Waterproof

chemical

x-tex jacket

x-tex pants

turfwear jacket

turfwear pant

Made with quality. Durable polyester
tri-layer shell rated for waterproofing.

Waterproofed to keep you dry
and protected.

Designed using the highest
quality materials

-

-

- Adjustable cuff with over
boot access.
- Durable knit backing and
elastic comfort waist.
- BREATHETEC™ layer fabric
to draw moisture away from
the body keeping the wearer
cool, dry and comfortable.
- Colour: Navy.

turfwear bib & brace

WARNING

Made with quality. Great 3/4 length,
highly waterproof and breath-ability.
rope, post & paint
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sign holders

Warm, comfy & will keep you dry.
Durable polyester tri-layer shell.
Waterproof 15,000mm.
Breathable 10,000gr/m2.
Fully seam sealed.
Windproof.
YKK main zip.
Adjustable velcro cuffs.
Full length pit zips.
Storm flap.
Colour: Black.

Warm, comfy & will keep you dry.
Durable polyester tri-layer shell.
Waterproof 15,000mm.
Breathable 10,000gr/m2.
Elastic waist with ties.
Lower leg zips.
Fully seam sealed.
Windproof.
Reinforced cuff.
Articulate knees.
Colour: Black.
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code: SCW-XTMJ

164
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code: SCW-XTMP

sizes: S - 3XL

rope, post & paint

irrigation

signs

code: SCW-TWJ

sizes: S-3XL

code: SCW-TWP

sizes: S-3XL
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green tools

sprayers

respiratory

- Elasticated shoulder straps &
back waist for secure fit.
- Adjustable straps with
durable buckle closure.
- Internal
pocket for storage.
grinding paste & blades
skin protection
rakes& shovels
- Heat sealed seams to prevent
water penetration.
- BREATHETEC™ layer fabric
to draw moisture away from
the body keeping the wearer
enviromental
enviromental
cool, dry
and comfortable.
- Colour: Navy.

signs

x-tex gloves

headlight beanie

sealflex parka

sealflex trouser

sealflex bib & brace

Versatile soft-shell glove with touch
screen technology.

Built in ultra bright LED removable
light with 3 light modes.

Breathable, lightweight & ultra
hard wearing.

Intended for use over the top
of your work trousers.

Quality rain gear to keep you
warm & dry.

-

-

-

Internal waterproof pocket.
Adjustable waterproof cuffs.
Internal collar arrangement.
Two external pockets.
Fully adjustable peaked storm
protection hood.
- Colour: Blue.

-

Elastic and drawstring waist.
Two side-entry pockets.
Domed hem adjustment.
Non-split crutch.
Lightweight & very flexible
to your body’s movement.
- Colour: Blue.

-

code: SCW-SFP

code: SCW-SFPOTN

code: SCW-SFBBN sizes: S-XXL

Waterproof 5,000mm.
Breathable 5,000gr/m2.
Windproof.
Ergonomic Palm.
Sold in pairs.

code: SHP-XTMG

sizes: M - XXL

USB rechargeable.
80 Lumens.
Up to 4 hours run time.
Light is removable for washing.
Water resistant.

code: SHEAD-XTM-HB

sizes: S-XXL

sizes: S-XXL

ball washers

ball dispensers

range manageme

code: SCW-TWBB sizes: S-3XL

golf at home
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Touch screen
compatible.
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sizes: S - 3XL

Storm protection collar.
Adjustable stowaway hood.
Large front pocket.
Wind resistant fabric to
protect against wind chill.
- BREATHETEC™ layer fabric
to draw moisture away from
the body keeping the wearer
cool, dry and comfortable.
- Colour: Navy.

Made for the tough Australian
working conditions.

nets & practice ba

Elastic shoulder straps.
Easy release clips .
Internal chest pocket.
Domed hem adjustment.
Non-split crutch.
Colour: Blue.
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Fibreglass toe cap
with 200j impact protection
providing greater toe space.
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puma pace low safety shoe

Rubber outsole
This 300 degree heat
resistant HRO rubber sole
with its wraparound heel
is inspired by the latest
running technology.
The sole profile with its
diagonal grooves ensure
a perfect flexibility and
a secure contact to the
ground.

WARNING

golf accessories

skin protection
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shoe cleaner

grinding paste & blades
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Certified work
safety shoes with a
sporty edge.

most popular

KPH

Evercushion
ball pickers
hearing protection
Puma
evercushion
soft PU with poron
inserts and anti-fatigue.

rakes& shovels

Microfibre upper with highly breathable mesh.
-

300°c heat resistant, slip resistant rubber; oil resistant and non-marking sole.
Safety ibreglass toe cap rated to AUS standards.
Flexible FAP® midsole with reflective trims.
Puma evercushion® soft PU with Poron inserts, anti-static and anti-fatigue.
BreathActive functional lining for maximum moisture control and comfort.
Anti-penetration midsole. Anti-magnetic, does not conduct heat or cold.

code: SFW-PPLS

sizes: 6-13
anti static

anti static

anti static

nuclear

nuclear

nuclear

dust

dust

dust

liquid

liquid

liquid

litter bins
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puma cascades low safety shoe

puma tanami mid brown safety boot

The Ultimate safety shoe for those who need a tough work shoe for harsh working environments.

The Puma Safety Tanami Brown is a metal free Elastic sided boot. Water resistant waxed leather.

- Puma Gel system embedded in the heel for shock
absorption, scuff cap over-toe protection.
- Tongue in water resistant anti abrasion Cordura.
- High quality waxed water resistant premium
leather upper.

- BreathActive functional lining.
- Rubber sole scuff caps with EVER.FLEX
decoupling point, 300°C heat resistant and
cushioning GelCell integrated in the heel
area.

- Puma Gel pad system embedded in the heel, with
a poron insole for maximimum comfort.
- 300°C heat resistant rubber sole.
- Light plus composite toe cap rated to 200joules
impact protection.

- Non-metallic. Anti-magnetic. Anti-corrosive.
- PUMA evercushion soft PU with Poron inserts
and anti-fatigue.
- Breathe Active for maximum moisture control
and comfort

code: SFW-PCLS

sizes: 6-13

code: SFW-PTMB

sizes: 6-13

3M anti static micro-porous laminate coverall

3M protective coverall

3M anti static low lint coverall

Protect against hazardous dust, and light liquid chemical splashes.

Chemical resistant, liquid resistant & breathable SMS fabric.

Advanced barrier against certain hazardous chemicals.

- 2-way zipper with storm flap for added on-off convenience
and extra protection as well as elastic cuffs, waist and ankles for
a better fit and freedom of movement.
- Excellent barrier against dry particles and certain limited liquid
chemical splash (CE Type 5/6).
- Anti-static treatment to EN 1149 to reduce charge build up.
- Meets inward leakage requirements of EN 1073-2 for protection
against nuclear particles.
- Biological protection tested to EN 14126.

- Made from breathable material and is ideal for a wide range
of applications, particularly hazardous dust.
- CE Type 5 & 6 for hazardous dust and splash.
- Radioactive/nuclear particulate protection to EN 1073-2:2002.
- 2-way zipper with storm flap for added on-off convenience
and extra protection as well as elastic cuffs, waist and ankles for
a better fit and freedom of movement.

-

code: SCCOV-3MASMLC

code: SCCOV-3MPC

code: SCCOV-3MASLLC

sizes: M - XXL

sizes: M - XXL

High performance suit includes welded & taped seams.
CE Type 3 & 4 for jet spray & liquid tight chemical protection.
CE Type 5 & 6 for hazardous dust and splash.
Double front closing system with internal storm flaps and
elasticated hood, waist, ankles & cuffs with thumb loops for
secure fit during overhead work.
- Heavy-duty fabric with a soft anti-static treated inner layer
offers protection and convenience. The stitched seams are
sealed with a 5-layer chemically protective tape.

sizes: M - XXL
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P2

Rating

P2

Rating

Rating

G-P1 Rating

3M cupped particulate
respirator, valved P2

3M flat fold valved particulate
respirator P2

3M flat fold particulate
respirator P2

3M cupped particulate
respirator GP1

Lightweight construction for added comfort.

Being fold-able offers you more convenience.

With nuisance level organic vapour relief.

With nuisance level organic vapour relief.

- Cool Flow™ exhalation valve helps to remove
your hot exhaled air for a cooler and drier wear
& encourages wearer compliance.
- Moulded nose clip to the wearer’s nose shape
to help reduce eye wear fogging and for a better
seal and fit.
- Made from 3M™ Advanced Electret Filter.
- Material for effective filtration with low
breathing resistance.
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:201.2

- Unique 3-panel design fits a wide range of face
shapes, accommodates facial movements and
makes the respirator easy to talk through.
- Proprietary 3M™ Cool Flow™ exhalation
valve helps to breathe easier when working
for prolonged periods.
- Embossed top panel to prevent fogging.
- Concealed adjustable nose-clip that is metal
detectable.
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012.

- Folded design for easy storage and dispensing
in the workplace.
- Protects against hazards, such as, dusts,
mists, smoke and fume.
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012.

- Galvanised steel nose clip allows use in
flammable atmosphere.
- Robust design that is resistant to collapse
for durability.
- Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012.

code: SRP-3M8822 (10 per box)

code: SRP-3M9322A+ (10 per box)

code: SRP-3M9542A (25 per box)

code: SRP-3M9913V (10 per box)

3M particulate
filter class P2

3M particulate
filter retainer

3M organic vapour
cartridge filter A1

To be fitted with the 6000 Series
and the 501 filter retainer.

Used to hold 3M Particulate
Filters 5925.

For use with 6000 Series Half
Face & Full Face Respirators.

- Used in conjunction with gas &
vapour cartridge filters. (P2).
- Approved to AS/NZS1716.
- Sold in pairs.

- Approved to AS/NZS 1716:2003.
- Sold in pairs.

- Protection from organic vapour
boiling points >65.
- Approved to AS/NZS 1716:2003.
- Sold in pairs.

code: SRP-3M5925

code: SRP-3M501

code: SRP-3M6051 (Sold in pairs)

16

If hazardous particles reach the lungs they
can damage the delicate tissue and cause
illness. Your body has some natural defenses against airborne particulate hazards
but if the contaminant is in a large enough
quantity and/or made up of very small
particles, their defenses may be overcome,
resulting in ill heath and increased risk
of diseases such as occupational asthma,
pulmonary fibrosis and cancer.

Air enters the body through the nose
and throat and travels down the trachea
(windpipe) to the lungs. The airways of
the lungs divide into many small branches
which end in air sacs called alveoli. It is in
the alveoli that the oxygen in the inhaled
air is transferred to the blood so that it
can be transported to cells over the body.
Airborne hazards Dust

Fumes

Mist

Fibres

164
3
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3M spraying respirator kit

3M economy spraying respirator kit

3M full face respirator kit

The ultimate solution to get you started.

Lightweight, simple & easy to use offering
ultimate protection.

Includes a simple, lightweight 3M full face 600
series respirator.

- The kit includes the 3M™ Half Face Respirator
7500 Series with special Cool Flow™ valve and
soft silicone material.
- Kit includes:
1 x Half face respirator 7500 series - Medium
1 x Pair organic vapour cartridges 6051, A1
5 x Pairs particulate filters 5925, P2
1 x Pair filter retainers 501
4 x Respirator cleaning wipes 504
1 x No-touch foam earplugs P2000- Class 4
1 x Respiratory protection guide
1 x Handy storage container

- The kit includes the 3M™ Half Face Respirator
6000 Series which is simple and lightweight.
- Kit includes:
1 x Half face respirator 6000 series - Medium
1 x Pair organic vapour cartridges 6051, A1
1 x Pair particulate filters 5925, P2
4 x Respirator cleaning wipes 504
1 x Pair filter retainers 501
1 x No-touch foam earplugs P2000- Class 4
1 x Respiratory protection guide
1 x Handy storage container

- A convenient respiratory kit designed for certain
painting and spraying environments.
- Kit includes:
1 x 3M™ Full Face Respirator 6000 Series (Size
Medium).
1 x pair of 3M™ Organic Vapour Filters 6051 A1.
1 x box (5 pairs) of 3M™ Particulate Filters 5925, P2.
1 x pair of 3M™ Filter Retainers, 501.
1 x 3M™ No-Touch™ Foam Earplugs P2000, Class 4
(SLC80: 25dB).
1 x 3M™ Respiratory Protection Guide.

code: SRP-3M7551

code: SRP-3M6251

code: SRP-3M6851M

which 3M disposable respirator is appropriate for your application?
P1

AS/NZS 1716:2012 for mechanically
generated particles, e.g. grinding, sanding
& crushing

P2

AS/NZS 1716:2012 for mechanically
generated & thermal particles,
e.g. welding

G

Suitable for low vapour pressure organic
compounds, e.g. agricultural chemicals
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Safety
deluge nets
showers
rapidly remove contaminants
from the body while the eye/face washers flush
hazardous contaminants and irritants.

- Designed for personal safety in chemical
usage/handling environments.
- Manufactured from stainless steel.
- Free standing or wall mountable.
- Featuring stainless stay-open ball valve,
activation rod and shower head.
- Stainless steel impeller with drenching spray pattern.
- Independently tested for compliance to
ANSI Z358.1-2009 & AS4775-2007.
- Self-draining shower head design for
legionella risk reduction.

Self draining design reduces
legionella risk, particularly
in tepid water applications

Stainless steel
200mm(8”) shower
head assembly

Enware VERTECH™ Technology for effective
relief when you need it most.
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1 Zero velocity point provides more
comfort and control.
2 Dedicated eyewash streams for
targeted flushing of eyes.
3 Independently angled face wash streams
provide optimum coverage.

code: EW-EC270 (Shower & eyewash) EW-EC030 (Shower only)

ball dispenser

safety
enviromental

enviromental

range managem
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golf at home

Stainless steel
pipe work

Eye/Face wash
features ‘Vertex
Technology’ where
eye wash and
independently angled
face wash streams

2

skin protection

164
3

316 stainless steel
stay-open ball valve

High Visibility
Yellow Pull Handle

1

grinding paste & blades

16

Supply inlet
with 1” BSP
Featuring new breakthrough technology

rakes& shovels

suprega plus 4L hand wash & dispenser

sunscreen SPF 50+ Pump Pack 1L

sunscreen SPF 50+ 1L cartridge & dispenser

Removes oil, grease & general soiling without drying out the skin.

It’s non-greasy formula is PABA-free suitable for all skin types.

Sand & grit does not stick to the skin like regular sunscreen.

- Effective: Cleaning power is derived from specially developed
cleaning agents which remove a variety of soilings.
- Fragranced: This yellow flowing gel has a light citrus odour.
- Gentle: Cares for the hands whilst the Lanolin derivatives prevent
skin dryness, chapping and cracking.
- Humectant: Helps to protect against dryness.
- Micropolymer Granules: Deep cleaning without damaging the skin.

- Aussie-made sun protection for Aussies working in
Aussie conditions.
- Four hours water resistant.
- SPF 50+ with moisturising Vitamin E & Aloe Vera.
- Dry Touch - Fast Absorbing
- Filters up to 98% of UV Rays
- Broad Spectrum Protection from both UVA & UVB.

- Wall mountable dispenser suits 1L cartridges.
- Very High Protection - Sun Protection Factor of 50 provides
very high protection against the sun’s UVA and UVB rays.
- The cream is quickly and easily absorbed into the skin to encourage
regular use and not affect dexterity with hand held tools.
- Proven hydration effect for up to 24-hours to help reduce skin
dryness.

code: SSC-SPREGDISP (Dispenser) SSC-SPREG4L (Hand wash)

code: SSC-AS1LPP-50

code: SSC-SLDISP (Dispenser) SSC-SL1L-50 (Sunscreen)

Cleansing outlets
with integral self
opening dust covers

High Visibility Foot
Operated and/or
Hand Operated
Eye/Face Wash for
easy activation

Waste Outlet
from Eye/Face
Wash Bowl

efekto fly trap

efekto fly trap - replacement bait

Ideal fly trap for anywhere flies are a pest. Poison & toxin FREE.

No mess, no fuss, non toxic, natural food bait.

- The trap is effective in catching cluster flies, house flies,
bush flies and blow flies.
- Designed to let flies enter but not leave.
- Large 2.75 L, durable hard plastic container.

-

code: 40080

code: 40081

4 pungent non-toxic bait sachets which each last 4-6 months.
No mess, no fuss, non toxic, natural food bait.
Completely safe and contains no harmful chemicals or poisons.
Simply place one sachet or bait to 1/2 - 3/4 litres of water.

4
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spill management
1 6 4- bunded storage

spill management - spill trays

3

drip tray - small

drip tray - medium

Sump capacity: 25L

Sump capacity: 52L

- Dimensions: 690 x 490 x 100mm.

- Dimensions: 900 x 700 x 100mm.

code: SEN-SCTRAYS

code: SEN-SCTRAYM

drip tray - large

drip tray - extra large

Sump capacity: 159L

Sump capacity: 256L

- Dimensions: 1430 x 770 x 170mm.

- Dimensions: 1350 x 1350 x 170mm.

code: SEN-SCTRAYL

code: SEN-SCTRAYXL

why use drip trays?
Protect workers and the environment from incidental spills, leaks
and drips by safely storing and handling drums, containers, machinery and equipment in the workplace. These spill trays capture liquids
so slips and falls do not occur as a result of a slippery surface.

Instructions for use: Check stored liquids are chemically compatible
with polyethylene tray. Promptly remove any captured liquids from
the sump. Check payload volume complies with sump capacity.
All drip trays are made in Australia & built for the tough conditions.
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nets & practice bays

Drip trays provide a safe and convenient way to store, handle and
transport pallets, drums, containers, machinery, parts and tools.
Using 100% polyethylene, our range of trays provides superior
corrosion resistance from a wide range of chemicals, oils and fuels.

enviromental

52L sump with galvanised frame

83L sump 2 drum bund - low profile

242L sump 4 drum bund - high profile

1150L sump polypropylene single IBC

Use to store and decant from 20L drums.

Store 20 litre, 60 litre drums or batteries.

Store 4 x 205L drums directly or palletised.

Uniformly distributed load: 2000kg.

- Tough, durable, chemical resistant polyethylene.
- Removable grated top to facilitate easy
cleaning & allow spilt liquid to drain.
- Dimensions: 65 x 42 x 55cm.

- Store 20 & 60L drums, batteries etc to capture
leaks, drips & spills. Removable grated top.
- Joins to other low profile units.
- Dimensions: 122 x 61 x 15cm.

- Forklift pockets for easy relocation.
- Drain plugs in sump permit spilt liquids
to be decanted.
- Dimensions: 123 x 123 x 28cm.

- Forklift pockets for easy relocation.
- Drain plugs in sump permit spilt liquids to
be decanted.
- Dimensions: 190 x 150 x 75cm.

code: SEN-DB25L

code: SEN-DB2LP

code: SEN-DB4G

code: SEN-DBSIBC

1470L sump twin bund for IBC

drum dispensing cradle - 205L drum

drum truck - 205L drum

ezi action drum pump

Forklift pockets for easy relocation.

Safe and convenient way of moving 205L drums.

Universal trolley. 400kg capacity.

drum pump can dispense anything.

- Drain plugs in sump permit spilt liquids
to be decanted. Removable grated top.
- Store drums directly or palletised.
- Dimensions: 190 x 150 x 75cm.

-

- Fitted with adjustable catch to suit drums,
barrels, mausers only in steel.
- Supporting castor wheel leg for easier handling.
- Ground clearance: 11cm.

- For 205L drums. Also suitable for 100L drums.
- Pumps from the base of the container, all contents emptied.
- Anti-pumping safety device.

code: SEN-DBDIBC

code: SEN-DC205

code: SEN-DT1

code: SEN-EZ205DP

Facilitates reduction in manual handling injuries.
Rubber handles and protection sleeve.
Cradle manufactured from zinc coated steel.
Enables safe decanting.
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16 4 storage cabinets

spill management - spill kits

3

pesticide & toxic
substances cabinet

50L organic floorsweep

range managem

signs

nets & practice b

safety

- Suitable for use in a wide range or hazardous spill
applications including acids and caustics.
- Absorbs 90% capacity in under 10 minutes.
- 100% organic & natural - 100% biodegradable.
code: SEN-FLOOR50L

Prevents & captures accidental spillage of
class 3 flammable liquids.

-

-

Adjustable shelves, feet and forklift-friendly.
Self-closing with lockable doors.
Australian Standard AS1940.
Base section acts as bunding
250L dimensions: 1920 x 1100 x 510mm.
160L dimensions: 1360 x 1100 x 510mm.

code: SFI-PTSCAB250L (250L cabinet)
code: SFI-PTSCAB160L (160L cabinet)

58L general purpose bag spill kit

115L general purpose bin spill kit

187L general purpose bin spill kit

Portable bag kit can be carried in any vehicle.

For use with all-liquid spills on sealed surfaces.

Used to soak up oils, fuels and other chemicals.

- Contents include:
4 x Booms 1.2m x 75mm
1 x Budgetsorb 20L floorsweep
3 x Disposal bags
1 x PVC gloves
1 x Operating instructions
15 x Absorbent pads

- Contents include:
2 x Booms 1.2m x 75mm
1 x Booms 2.4m x 75mm
2 x Budgetsorb 50L floorsweep
3 x Disposal bags
1 x PVC gloves
1 x Audit tag
1 x Operating instructions
25 x Absorbent pads
Housed in small wheelie bin.

- Contents include:
6 x Booms 1.2m x 75mm
4 x Floorsorb 30L floorsweep
1 x Global all purpose wipes, 50 pack
8 x Disposal bags
1 x PVC glove
1 x Audit tag
1 x Operating instructions
100 x Absorbent pads
Housed in small wheelie bin.

code: SEN-SPILL105-G

code: SEN-SPILL190-G

flammable safety cabinet

Storage of class 6 toxic substances.
Absorbs up to 5 times it’s own weight.
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code: SEN-SPILL60-G

enviromental

Adjustable, selves, feet and forklift-friendly.
Self-closing with lockable doors.
Australian Standard AS1940.
Base section acts as bunding
250L dimensions: 1920 x 1100 x 510mm.
160L dimensions: 1360 x 1100 x 510mm.

code: SFI-FSCAB250L (250L cabinet)
code: SFI-FSCAB160L (160L cabinet)

spillsmart drain seal

cabinet self drip tray

sds document holder

Stop spills before they go down the drain.

Polyethylene tray to suit 250 & 160L cabinets.

Weather resistant - tough polyethylene.

- Dimensions: 600 x 900 x 5mm.
- Durable, red polyurethane drain cover adheres
to the drain, making it leak proof.
- 100% protection.

- Dimensions: 47 x 1000 x 400mm.
- Used to prevent spills and leaks from entering
the sump area.

- Dimensions: 317 x 226 x 57mm.
- Lock hole for padlocks or ties.
- Labels included.

code: SEN-DRAINSL

code: SFI-DTRAY

code: SSE-SDSDH
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safety
prohibition signs

code: SSR-NOENTRY

danger signs

safety signs

safety signs

caution signs

(450mm x 600mm)

SSR-AUTHORISED

signs

SSR-NOSMOKE

SSR-NOMOBILE

SSR-NODRINK
(300mm x 450mm)

mandatory signs

(450mm x 600mm)

code: SSH-WELDING

SSH-CHEMICALSTR

SSH-CLEARMACH

SSR-HEAREYE

safety

chemical spraying signs

(450mm x 600mm)

code: SSR-EYE

nets & practice ba

SSR-FOOT

SSR-MASK
code: 60127

(600mm x 450mm)

code: 60128
Shown with stock insert Custom wording available.
(400 x 800mm)
Black frame also available.

code: 60126
(shown with custom
insert) (400 x 800mm)

sign holders
code: SSH-NOENTRY

SSH-DIESEL

SSH-CORROSIVE

SSH-FLAMMABLE

SSH-KEEPOUT

SSH-NOADMIT

first aid signs

SSH-CHEM

SSH-NOSMOKING

traffic signs

SSR-EQUIP
(900 x 600mm)

SSR-HAND

SSR-CLOTHING

hazchem & fire signs

code: 60129-A4
code: 60129-A3
(Available with or without notice message in A4 and A3)
Contact us for more information

code: 60125-A4-L
code: 60125-A3-L

custom signs
code: SSE-FIRSTAID

SSE-EMEREYE
(450mm x 600mm)

SSE-EMERSHOW

SSE-SPILLCON

SSE-SDS
(450mm x 600mm)

code: SSH-STOPMTL

SSH-STOP

(600mm x 600mm)

(450mm x 600mm)

SSF-FLIQ3

SSF-COMBUST
(270mm x 270mm)

SSF-FIREEXT
(450mm x 600mm)

SSF-HOSE

If you can’t see what you are after give us a call. We are the industry leader in the manufacture
and supply of custom made signs for the golf and turf industry, suitable for both indoor and
outdoor applications. Whether it be Recycled Plastic, Moduply, Cast Metal or Timber all of
our signs are individually custom designed and crafted to suit.
Contact your David Golf representative for information on custom signage for your property.
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the course

signs

irrigation

ation tools

turf management

rainwear & footwear

hand protection

range mats

Synthetic grass

hire buggies

signs

safety & apparel

rule & direction

timber rule & direction signs

ecision

maintenance

turf tools

tee signs

Messages are computer routed, sealed then paint
filled with the colour of your choice. These are then
16with 2 stainless steel spikes. All timber signs
fitted
164
are custom
made
3
rule & direction

code: 60120-T

driving range

custom signs

moduply rule & direction signs

cast bronze plaques

routed brass and aluminium

Messages are applied to a powder-coated
aluminium sign using UV stable, long lasting vinyl.

Messages are engraved using our CNC Router,
using co-extruded plastic exposing the coloured
centre. These are then fitted with stainless steel
spikes.

Cast Metal Plaques give your property a unique look.

For multi coloured logos and detailed signs, routed metal provides the perfect solution.
They are Durable, Highly Visible and perfect for outdoor use.

code: 60110P

Each design is custom cast from high quality bronze mix, using the latest pattern technology, resulting in the
finest of details achieved even with the most intricate of logos.

the tee

irrigation

rainwear & footwear

range mats

head & eye

range accessories

nearest the pin

16

renovation tools

turf management

hand protection

Synthetic grass

the bunker

KPH

rope, post & paint

hearing protection

ball pickers

signs

GUR

shoe cleaner

chemical

GUR (ground
under repair)
code: GUR

NO CARTS
BEYOND THIS
POINT

No carts beyond
this point

Carts image right arrow

Carts image left arrow

code: NCBTP

code: CIR

code: CIL

soil samplers

renovation equipment

head & eye

range accessories

nearest the pin

grinding paste & blades

& shovels

respiratory

skin protection

ball washers

ball dispensers

golf accessories

litter bins

KEEP OFF
THE GRASS
sign holders

keep off
the grass

Beware - snakes
seen in area

Carts - right
arrow

Carts - left
arrow

code: KOTG

code: 60120-BS

code: CR

code: CL

create your own message
300mm

signs

range management

nets & practice bays

300mm

KPH

the green

aerators & plugers

rope, post & paint

hearing protection

ball pickers

shoe cleaner

chemical

rope, post & paint

green tools

sprayers

respiratory

ball washers

golf accessories

irrigation

rakes& shovels

grinding paste & blades

skin protection

ball dispensers

litter bins
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enviromental

range management
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signs

Your
message here

Your
message here

sign holders

285mm

furniture

175mm

enviromental

180mm

enviromental

custom

WARNING

140mm

sprayers

rule & direction

20

WARNING

en tools

164
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All R&D signs available in pack pricing in quantities of 10

custom

20

s & plugers

tee signs

STOP

stock rule & direction signs
renovation equipment

hire buggies

Engraved using our state-of-the-art CNC Router, the sign is then hand filled using high gloss outdoor
paint in the colours that match your logo.
the fairway

code: 60121MP

precision

signs

signs

aluminium rule & direction signs

STOP

samplers

the clubhouse

Your
message here

16
164
3
golf at home

Unbreakable signs
with stainless steel
spikes that cannot
be pulled out.
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e clubhouse

signs

the course

signs

signs

tee signs

For many years, our recycled plastic range has been the cornerstone of outdoor signs for the Golf and Turf
Industry. Whether it be Car Park, Tee Information, Custom Message, Wetland Areas or Clubhouse Precincts
our16
CNC routed plastic signs continue to stand the test of time. High Density Poly Ethylene, (HDPE),
164
sheeting,
along with High Density Plastic Bollards and Posts are suitable for almost any application.
3
rule & direction

maintenance

safety & apparel

custom signs

driving range

custom signs

recycled plastic signs

re buggies

turf tools

Custom messages are engraved using our CNC Router. They are then hand filled using exterior grade paint,
to ensure a perfect long-lasting finish. Our extra-large cutting bed, (2400mm x 1400mm), has the ability to
produce signs to almost any size. Our recycled plastic signs can be supplied in many different colours such as:
black, white, beige, green, grey, red, blue & yellow.

the clubhouse

signs

signs

timber signs

moduply signs

Timber signs continue to gain popularity, with a large range of styles possible.

Moduply Plastic Signs are often used for Course Directional Signs and suit all golf course budgets.

We source the finest grade Cypress timber that is highly rated for external use. CSIRO rated, termite & rot
free. We can also offer other types of timber, e.g. Merbau or Ironbark to give your signs the desired look.
Cast Bronze Inserts, Digitally Printed Acrylic or Engraved & Paint filled logos are all options that will further
enhance your sign.

The moduply range is made from a solid co-extruded plastic. It can withstand the harsh environments at a16
Golf
164
Course. Routing through the external layer exposing the coloured centre means these signs are paint free.3
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chemical
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hearing protection
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WARNING

accessories

custom
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chemical

WARNING
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green tools
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turf tools
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driving range

signs

driving range

the tee

precision

irrigation

rainwear & footwear

range mats

hire buggies

the course

synthetic grass

turf tools

mats

tee signs

maintenance

safety & apparel

driving range

the clubhouse

driving range

the tee

precision

irrigation

rainwear & footwear

range mats

hire buggies
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turf management
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soil samplers

renovation equipment
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range accessories

nearest the pin

STOP

custom

the bunker

soil samplers

renovation equipment

head & eye

range accessories

nearest the pin

ball pickers

shoe cleaner

20
KPH

®

eztee tee line
the green

aerators & plugers

rope, post & paint

hearing protection

ball pickers

shoe cleaner

irrigation

green tools

rakes& shovels

sprayers

grinding paste & blades

respiratory

skin protection

ball washers

golf accessories

enviromental

enviromental

sign holders

This is the most premium tee line hitting mat
surface. The polypropylene allows for a stiffer fibre
which makes this ideal for heavy traffic tee lines.
EZtee does not replace real grass but allows the
ball dispensers
litter bins
grass
time to heal
properly.

range management

augusta driving range mat

links driving range mat

Highest durability. This mat is perfect for all
driving ranges.

Enhanced shock pad for minimising club impact
with teaching markings.

Lets you hit ‘down and through’ the ball AND
EVEN HOLDS A REAL TEE.

- Realistic fairway feeling with 25mm foam base.
- Tee holes each side for optimised rotation.
- Premium NBR cushion foam boasts extremely
durable shock absorption, providing comfort
through every swing.
- Dimensions: 1500mm x 1500mm.

- 15mm of high grade nylon sport turf and 20mm
foam base to minimise club impact.
- Tee holes each side for optimised rotation.
- Dimensions: 1520mm x 1520mm.

- 32mm knitted nylon turf for a real feel, and
3mm urethane stabilising layer 14mm
foam
rope, post & paint
base for added comfort and stability.
- This mat has a long dense fibre system which
absorbs and dissipates the blow delivered by a
golf swing like natural turf.
- Dimensions: 1500mm x 1500mm.
irrigation

the green

In addition, EZTee® Tee Line permits continuous
use, eliminating the need to relocate and reseed
driving range areas. EZTee® Tee Line can be installed over compacted aggregate road base or concrete (concrete will extend the life of the product).
EZTee® Tee Line is appropriate for tee lines, tee
boxes, and any practice facility. This innovative
synthetic turf system gives your tee lines the look
and feel of the best professional grounds.

- Realistic playability from beautiful, lifelike
synthetic turf, similar in look, feel and performance to natural grass.
- Reduced maintenance costs.
- Long pile height construction allows golfers to hit
off using a regulation golf tee placed directly in.
- Increased range rotation flexibility.

code: 70162

code: 70594

signs

pro turf teaching mat

chemical

Designed specifically for driving
ranges, EZTee®
WARNING
Tee Line’s surface delivers the consistent performance you need to practice shots and improve
your hitting area.
rope, post & paint

dual turf driving range mat

code: PS-GM014

code: 70146

rope, post & paint

hearing protection

A lush 25mm upper pile creates a true
simulation of a fairway lie.
- Dual nylon pile construction, consisting of 12mm
curled fibresprayers
bottom layer for
added cushioning.
ball washers
respiratory
- Tee holes each side for optimised rotation.
- Dimensions: 1500mm x 1500mm.
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code: 70147
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Perfect for putting greens.
16

16
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portable golf mat
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tour links NP50

leisure medium synthetic grass

Texturised nylon putting surface - Environmentally friendly yarns.

Non-directional grass that is ideal for a short pile applications.

- The yarns is protected against UV degration.
- Pile height: 8mm. Width: 4.5mm.

- Environmentally friendly yarns and is protected against UV degration.
- Pile height: 8mm. Width: 3.6mm.

code: 70597

code: 70590

Portable and easy to store. Ideal for practicing at
home, office or when you are travelling.

Secures any range mat into a fixed position ,
whilst allowing rotation to spread wear evenly.

- Dimensions: 300mm x 600mm.

- Deters theft of range mats.

code: PS-GM003

code:70157
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signs
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the fairway

renovation tools

STOP

head & eye

white rubber tees

floating range balls

two piece range balls

rubber range tray

High quality and durable rubber,
fits all commercial mats.

Perfect for use at your practice area.
Features a standard dimple pattern.

Top grade two piece construction
range balls.

Manufactured from compressed rubber,
designed to accompany all range mats.

- Reinforced plastic, retains strong even in
WARNING
extreme temperatures.
- Capacity: Large - approx 100 balls, Medium approx 60 balls, Small - approx 45 balls.
- ballSold
individually
or in packs of
10.
sign holders
golf accessories
washers

- Easily inserts through base
of range mat.
- Sold in packs of 25.

- 2 piece construction, 90 compression.
- Clear coated for additional life.

- Synthetic rubber for long distance
and soft feel.
- Standard 432 dimple pattern.
- Personalised logo available
(minimum 10,000).

- Capacity 100 balls.
- Dimensions: 31cm x 70cm.

code: PS-BB003A (Small) code:
code: PS-BB003B (Medium)
code: PS-BB003C (Large)

code: 70188W (55mm)
code: 70189W (70mm)
code: 70192W (90mm)

code: 50209 (box of 300)

code: 50208 (box of 300)

code: 70179

plastic range baskets

range accessories

nearest the pin

custom

20
KPH

Made from tough, durable, crush-proof
polyethylene that won’t break.

ing protection

espiratory

n protection

ball pickers

ball dispensers

shoe cleaner

safety & apparel

driving range

the clubhouse

range mats

hire buggies

Synthetic grass

signs

driving range

irrigation

rainwear & footwear

a frame clock

16

nd protection

maintenance

chemical

the bunker

soil samplers

the green

aerators & plugers

turf management

hand protection

‘A’ frame can be folded for easy carrying.

- Perfect for the practice fairway.
- Weather-proof 300mm clock.
- Can be branded with your club logo
renovation
equipment
head &needs,
eye
range accessories
or
customised
to your
please
contact us for more information

STOP

nearest the pin

driving range bay dividers
Provides a convenient tee station for your customers, as well as a clean & organised look.

litter bins

hearing protection

ball pickers

shoe cleaner

code: 50020 (A-Frame Clock)
code: 50020-CK (Clock only)

- Heavy duty steel pipe and bar frame, finished with powder-coating to prevent rust.
- Easy to replace skin can display a logo or sponsor details.
- Built in club rest, drink holder, tray for keys, phone, wallet etc.
code: 70180
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green tools
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respiratory
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pyramid stacker

ball flute

shag bag

Creates a clean, organised tee line.
This creates an ideal presentation
for special events.

The tube is long enough that
you do not need to bend over
to pick up the ball.

The unique design of this shag
bag makes it a must for all
practice Ranges.

- This pyramid builder conveniently
loads from the top. It is fabricated
out of galvanized steel.
- Capacity 91 balls.
- Tray required for stacker to work.

- Holds 23 golf balls.
- Made of aluminum alloy
material, durable and sturdy.
- With a slotted tube design
that eliminates dirt clogging.
- Lightweight, convenient to
carry outside.

- Water resistant, heavy
weight nylon & metal
supports prevent ripping.
- When bag is full simply tip
over to empty.
- Capacity 100 balls.

code: 70177-P (Stacker)
code: 70178-P (Metal Tray)

code: SW-BF

code: WK-77065

driving range banner
Maximum visibility and easy install.
Replacement covers available.
- Available in your required distances
in Yellow/Black, Black/White or Green/
White.
- Dimensions: 1800mm x 300mm wide.
- Made from sturdy, durable steel frame
with UV, PVC cover.

signs

16
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golf at home

Made from the highest quality materials.
enviromental

enviromental

range management

furniture

- A stable bag rack made from steel tubing
with powder coated or hardwood timer.
- Timber bag stand is fold-able for easy
storage.
nets & practice
signscustomised
- Bag stand tops may be
withbays
cup holder, club notches, towel hooks
etc (timber only). Contact us for more
information.
code: 70315 (Timber)
code: 70300 (Steel)

code: 70185
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innovator single section ball picker - 3 basket

innovator ball picker - 6 basket

innovator plus ball picker - 9 basket

twister 1 ball washer

twister 4 ball washer

Designed for the smaller driving range. Capacity: 1350 balls.

Designed for years of reliable service. Capacity: 2700 balls.

3 Section equal to standard 5 section ball picker. Capacity: 4050 balls.

Perfect for the average-volume golf course or stand alone driving range.

Wash up to 35,000 balls per hour and automatically load your ball dispenser.

This 5-foot wide ball picker is able to get into tight areas and can be
pushed by most non-utility carts. The split drum design improves
manoeuvrability. Each Basket holds up to 450 balls.

It was designed over 30 years ago and has been improved upon over
the years, based on customer feedback. Designed to work with all
golf carts.

Design feature. This 4.5 metre wide 3 section picker operates in full
view of the driver for precise picking around fences, netting, and trees.
Split drums allows for a tighter turn radius.

Designed with an open steel spiral surrounding the nylon brush, which allows sand, dirt, and small rocks to fall
to the bottom of the water tank, while the balls are in the washing cycle. Machine automatically stops when
opened, preventing contact with a moving brush

Manufactured from high gauge steel and utilising a heavy duty nylon brush, this ball washer is built to last. A
spiral design allows debris to fall through eliminating jamming. All nuts and bolts nylon locked, and the motor
16
is sealed against moisture.
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- Solid one inch steel pins at high pressure points.
- Strongest 355mm disc on the market, we use the best material
available, and then back this up with a one year warranty.
- No paint to chip or rust, we plate the framework and mounting bars.
- Adjustable axle brackets eliminate the need to add washers and
spacers as required on other units.
- Split drums allow a tight turn radius.
- 3 Black Plastic baskets for longer life.

- 4-Piece Bolted Steel Frame. Widest Sections in the Industry.
- Thermoplastic alloy compound increases flexibility and extends disc
life (35% denser than previous discs).
- No front or side wheels, eliminates constant maintenance
associated with repairs on tyres, wheels and bearings.
- Large, lubricated yoke barrels provide 9 inches of surface to
minimise wear, no bearings or bushes to replace.
- 3 inch x 1 inch steel tubing is virtually indestructible.

-

Designed to work with all gasoline golf carts.
355mm discs helps increase ground clearance for longer wear life.
Strongest disc on the market, we use the best material available.
Positive catch, rear ejection, mounted ball baskets. Balls are ejected
directly into baskets.
- No front or side wheels, eliminates constant maintenance
associated with repairs on tyres, wheels and bearings.

- Washing capacity, 15,000 balls per hour, hopper capacity 500 balls.
- Large threaded drain allows for fast draining and cleaning.

-

code: DE-INP1S

code: DE-IN3S

code: DE-INP3S

code: DE-T10A

code: DE-T4L

range management
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furniture

enviromental
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Designed for any high volume golf course
or driving range that has a golf ball dispenser.
golf at home
signs
Automatically feed cleaned balls to an external location (Ball Dispenser/Storage Bin).
Machine automatically stops when opened, preventing contact with a moving brush.
Larger hinged hopper lid, and built in ball stop eliminates load on wheel.
Wash up to 35,000 balls per hour, hopper capacity approx 1,000 balls.

nets & practice bays
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david golf range management system

range mats

hire buggies

tee signs

Available with paywave
credit card facility.

The DGRMS is web based software, which is
used at the Pro Shop computer. It allows Golf
facilities to actively control & manage their
driving range. The software is linked with the Ball
Dispenser recording each use of the dispenser,
ensuring that every single basket is accounted
for, providing maximum control by management.

16
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Members will be able to use the dispenser when the
Pro Shop is unattended, using their membership
card / FOB, pay wave (additional extra) to pay for
range balls. The range can earn revenue for the golf
club, even when the Pro Shop is closed.

custom

20
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ing protection

ball pickers

shoe cleaner

DGRMS is the only system created in Australia,
supported in Australia therefore providing you with
support at a time that is convenient to you.

chemical

WARNING

Compatible with both Easy Picker, and
Wittek Ball dispensers.

espiratory

n protection

viromental

signs

ball washers

golf accessories

ball washer

ball elevator

complete ball management system

Easy picker’s large capacity range ball dispenser
ball dispensers
litter bins
stores up to 13000 balls in its giant hopper which
minimises refilling.

Easy Picker ball washers are the answer for a
thorough and rapid cleaning of your range balls.
Your maintenance cost will also decrease.

Use Easy Picker’s Elevator to move your range
balls from one component to another or even lift
to another level in your facility.

You can eliminate washing and cleaning range
balls separately. No more loading range balls into
baskets or handing balls out to customers.

Only three moving parts, this dispenser reduces
maintenance & repair, ensuring dependability.

Dual brush cleaning ensures complete washing
of each ball as it rotates 360 degrees through the
nylon brush scrubbing area.

Transports up to 60,000 balls per hour.

Easy Picker range ball system can pay for
themselves in less than 1 year. How it works:

range management

furniture

- This ball dispenser has proven consistently to be
the most reliable and versatile on the market.
- Easily loaded from the top, front or back. Gravity
feed sends balls to the delivery tray.
- With over 25 different front door mounted token
nets & practice bays
mechanisms available, you will be secure that no
duplications of tokens will occur in your area.
- Adjustable ball count (25 - 50 balls per drop).
- Rust-free epoxy painted construction.
- 13,000 ball capacity machine dimensions: 1.8m
high, 914mm wide, 1016mm deep.
- 6,500 ball capacity machine dimensions: 1.42m
high, 927mm wide, 1041mm deep.
code: EP-DB-001 (13,000 Ball capacity)
code: EP-DB-003 (6.500 Ball capacity)
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- Easily edit membership details & add credit to
members account on any device (desktop, tablet).
- Includes key pad, card swipe & RFID reader on your
choice of ball dispenser.
- Ability to replace lost RFID fobs without loss of credit.
- A complete range of Reports available to analyse.
- The DGRMS can be setup with your own logo and
“signature hole” background picture.
- You have the ability to vary pricing by user type,
member or guest. You can also set variable pricing by
day and time, eg Tuesday free for members and offer
members any number of free dispenses per day.
- Individual logins can be provided to each staff member
to ensure they can only access authorised functions
(fig 2).
- Flexible reporting allows you to identify when your
dispenser is being used as well as individual use by
members (fig 3). Full daily reconciliations to your POS
records are also available (fig 4).

- Stainless steel and aluminium construction will
assure there will be no rust or corrosion.
- Flow through hopper makes the ball washer free
from jamming.
- Adjustable drain allows flow of clean water at all
times.
- High pressure water cleaning system efficiently
removes dirt, grass and debris from the bottom
of the tank through the 1 1/4” drain.
- Easy water hookup with a garden hose fitting.
- Cleaning rate: 22,000 ball per hour.

- Dirty balls are retrieved from the range and
transferred to your cleaning area.
- Balls then enter a ball washer to receive a
thorough cleaning using the exclusive 360degree
rotating brush system.
- From the cleaning area balls are sent either to a
feeding bin or directly to a dispenser using the
elevator.
- With the Single Person Ball Management System
range balls can be directed from a single bin to
dispensers via directional heads.
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sprayers
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code: DGRMS

grinding paste & blades

Vending options:
5.00
5.00
5.00
12.00

- Easy Picker’s Elevators Systems automate the
toughest jobs in the range balls business; moving
large quantities of range balls.
- Gravity fed transfer shutes or power driven
elevator belts transfer balls horizontally or
vertically.

the clubhouse

LED
display

sign holders

ball dispenser

driving range

driving range

DGRMS (david golf range management system)

ear & footwear

safety & apparel

12.00
5.00

signs

Membership card

Code Voucher

enviromental

RFID Fob

9.00
12.00
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& Image
CDX SE-M-053-086343
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code: EP-BW-001W

code: EP-BC-001

Fig 2.

Fig 4.
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The 3 wheel design makes it
an easier golf buggy to push/
pull around the golf course.
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Strong, durable steel
frame construction with
a sand bucket hook and the fairway
wide slix wheels.

A foot brake is included so
that it can be parked on a
slope with out rolling away.
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david golf practice bays

WARNING

Provide golfers with a convenient facility for practice & warm up prior to teeing off.

espiratory

n protection

viromental

ball washers

sign holders

rope, post & paint

- Available in a flat pack for Supply Only, or ask David Golf to Supply
& Install.

range management

furniture

NEW
PHOTO
NEEDED

irrigation

power cage

impact net

Light, strong and durable, you can assemble in
minutes without the need for tools.

Designed to withstand the punishment that golfing
technology and the elements continue to dish out.

- Symmetrical snap lock corner brackets for rigid
corners and fast assembly.
- 57mm x 1.5 metre Reinforced Hi-Tech
polycarbonate posts with coupling guides
for added strength.
- 267mm Foot bezel with reinforced ground
spike guides for stable outdoor use.
- 22.22mm black polyester netting with ultraviolet
inhibitor for long outdoor life.

-

code: 70193
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- Complete with everything you need. (Steel Poles, Chain mesh,
Synthetic Grass & Adhesive, Heavy Duty Impact Nets, Golf Mats
& Rubber tees).

code:
PRACTICEBAY
ball dispensers
litter bins

nets & practice bays

signs

golf accessories

- This is the safest design, with no exposed vertical poles in front of
the golfer, eliminating the risk of injury from ricocheting golf balls.
- Available in multiple bay configurations (1, 2 or 3 bays).

safety & apparel
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2 & 3 wheel hire buggies
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hire buggies
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The strongest and most durable hire buggies that are built to last!
renovation tools

turf management

hand protection

Synthetic grass

signs

Whether they are for hire or complementary use, they must also be
reliable and durable. These buggies are built to last no matter where
STOP
you are in Australia.
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rule & direct

- Available with 2 or 3 wheels.
soil samplers
renovation equipment
head & eyefinishes:range accessories
nearest the pin
Both
options available
in two durable
- Mild steel with black powder-coat
- Stainless steel (#304 grade)
- All wheels are fitted with wide slix for better performance,
preventing course damage in wet weather.
- aerators
Includes
bucket
hook & hearing
removable
top cradle
shoe cleaner
& plugersa sandrope,
ball pickersfor added
protection
post & paint
security (supplied with fastener if you want cradle can be fixed).
- The NEW 3 wheel buggy features an easy to use foot brake.
- Sold in sets of 5 (Pack pricing available when ordering
30 or more buggies).
green tools

sprayers

respiratory

ball washers

code: SW-2WHB-BK (2 wheel buggy - black powder-coat)
code: SW-2WHB-SS (2 wheel buggy - stainless steel)
code: SW-3WHB-BK (3 wheel buggy - black powder-coat)
code:
(3&wheel
buggy
- stainless steel)
ball dispensers
grinding paste
blades
skin protection
rakes&SW-3WHB-SS
shovels
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Heavy duty 180 ply woven net.
Standard duty 60 ply woven net.
UV treated with roped edges.
For use on an existing structure.
Sizes Available: 3.5 x 3.5m or 4.0 x 3.5m or
can also be made to any size.

code: 70199 (Heavy duty - 3.5 x 3.5m)
code: 70196 (Heavy duty - 4.0 x 3.5m)
code: 70195 (Standard duty - 3.5 x 3.5m)
code: 70198 (Standard duty - 4.0 x 3.5m)

maintenance

turf tools
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golf at home

back wheel

cradle

grip

brake wheel

brake part

front wheel

- For 2 & 3 wheel buggies

- For 2 & 3 wheel buggies

- For 2 & 3 wheel buggies

- For 3 wheel buggies only

- For 3 wheel buggies only

- For 3 wheel buggies only

code: SW-RWAT

code: SW-RUC-(SS)(BK)

code: SW-H

code: SW-RBW

code: SW-RB

code: SW-RFWATF-(SS)(BK)
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shoe cleaners & bins

shoe cleaning unit

rubber base for shoe cleaning unit

custom metal bag tags

Soft side bristles will not damage your shoes.

An alternative to fixing directly to the ground.

Fully custom designs and finishes available.

- The quickest and most effective way to clean
your dirty shoes.
- Toughened nylon base brush for longer wear.
- Stainless steel frame - one piece construction.
- Replacement brushes available. Code: 60102
(Side) 60103 (Base).

- Size: 690mm wide x 450mm.
- Shoe cleaning unit not included.

code: 60095

code: 60096

- Customise your bag tag with a unique and
classy finish ready to impress your members
and corporate guests.
- Made from zinc alloy with gold or silver
plating with coloured enamel infill to suit your
pantone colours.
- Can be single or double sided.
- Choose between a gold or silver buckle.
- Choose between a black or brown strap.
- Minimum order: 100
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the fairway

This sturdy and durable bag tag is
sure to make your club stand out.
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birdproof litter bin

round recycled plastic litter bin

round timber litter bin

square timber litter bin

resort bag tags

Birdproof design for secure, safe litter containment.

Available on-ground or in-ground.

Hardwood timber, for a more natural look.

A classy looking bin for the clubhouse area.

The number one plastic bag tag on the market.

Controlling the cleanliness of your surroundings can
be a battle as birds try to swoop in and snack on your
left overs. Thankfully this bin limits the accessibility
for birds to be able to scavenge for food.

Similar looking to the Round Timber Litter Bin but
with recycled plastic panelling around the outside
of the unit making it a much more environmentally
friendly bin finished to our high standards.

The Round Timber Bin gives a hardwood traditional
finish to any golf course or grounds. Manufactured
to exacting standards the bin is built by time served
craftsmen.

The Square Timber Bin gives a hardwood traditional
finish to any golf course or grounds. Manufactured
to exacting standards.

- This 1 piece bag tag is the easiest way to identify
your members on course.
- Dimensions: 95mm Diameter with 100mm Strap
(65mm print area).

code: 10020-BK (Black) 10020-G (Green)

code: 10023-BK (Black) 10023-G (Green)

code: 10022-M (Merbau) 10022-C (Cypress)

code: 10024 (Merbau)

code: CTA-BT-R

golf at home

A great range of colours to cater
for all membership categories
and vary from year to year.
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shoe cleaner

55 & 70mm tees, wedge tees

Tee the ball at the correct height every time!

Have your name on their lucky tee.

- Constructed from tough nylon means these are
virtually indestructible.
- Available in boxes; 10 tees per pack (8 blue tees),
72 packs per box.

- Colours available: wedge tee - white only
55mm - Black, Dark Blue, Dark Green, Red & White
70mm - Black, Dark Blue, Red & White.

code: 50062

code: CSA-T-55 (55mm)
code: CSA-T-70 (70mm)
code: CSA-T-W (Wedge)

custom
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Print your club
logo here
Print your club
logo here

become a david golf
online member today!
There are many benefits to becoming a David Golf online member

pegcil & half pencil with eraser

ultimate pitch repairer & ball marker

hat clip & 24mm ball marker

Perfect accessories to make sure your golfers mark their score.

This slick design pitch repairer is sure to impress your customers.

Join in on the hat clip sensation. Easily clips to the peak of your hat.

- Colours available: Half pencil - white only
- Pegcils - White, Blue, Red, Green, Yellow & Black.

- This innovative and ergonomic pitch repairer is made from polished
nickel and houses a 24mm ball marker.
- Available in three colours and can come branded or unbranded.

- This innovative hat clip is made from polished nickel and
houses a 24mm ball marker.
- Available in three colours and can be branded or unbranded.

code: CSA-P-P (Pegcil) CSA-P-HPE (Half pencil)

code: CSA-PR-UL

code: CSA-C-RHC

- Order from your desktop,
mobile or tablet any time of
the day. You can even save
your order and come back
and finish it later.

- Subscribe to receive exclusive
member only specials & discounts.
- Order using your 30 day
golf club account.

davidgolf.com.au
Membership log in details
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email

password

Head Office
39-41 Winterton Road, Clayton,
Melbourne, Victoria 3168
p: 1300 790 890
+61 3 9542 0222
e: dge@davidgolf.com.au
w: davidgolf.com.au
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